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The basic physical relationships involved in control of a flexible air­
craft disturbed by random wind gusts were used in formulating the sur­
face location problem as one in optimal control of a distributed system, 
using a limited number of point-force controllers. The three phases 
of this problem--estimation, control, and surface placement--were 
then solved by means of the matrix minimum principle and the calculus 
of variations. The variational equations were greatly simplified and 
the order of the problem considerably reduced by the use of optimal 
controllers at each stage in the search for optimal surface locations. 
These simplifications, plus advanced computational techniques made 
the general solution of the problem practically feasible. 
Aircraft physics had to be investigated in great detail in order to ob­
tain general equations expressing the distributed nature of the system 
exactly. A computer program was written which stored these equations 
and used them in sovling the surface location problem for a general 
aircraft. 
This program was tested on a fourteenth order model of the Lockheed 
C-5A transport aircraft. As a guide for future applications, the deri­
vation of the model parameters was carried through explicitly. The 
results of the optimization study were then analyzed in an attempt to 
recognize and develop a "strategy" for control surface placement. 
A simple practical strategy was developed for systems with stress and 
stress rate responses and slightly simplified physics. This strategy, 
which was also verified for the C-5A model, has the two major ad­
vantages of (1) insight into the tradeoffs involved in surface location, 
and (2) partial insight into global solutions. 
The major contributions of this thesis are (1) a computationally feasible 
general solution to the surface placement problem, (2) a practical ap­
plication of optimal flexure control to a trial model of the C-5A trans­
port, (3) implementation of efficient computational techniques for 
ii 
solving state covariance and Riccati equations, and (4) recognition of 
the nature of the optimal solutions and presentation of a search 
strategy which makes use of the basic aircraft flexure physics. 
Thesis Su~pervisor: Michael Athans 
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Historically the task of designing a flight control system has not 
included choosing the sizes or locations of the aerodynamic control 
surfaces. In many flight control problems the control designer has not 
even been free to choose the actuators which drive these surfaces. 
There has not been a need to give the designer these freedoms; sur­
face locations and control authority are chosen for rigid body trim 
and maneuverability, and flight control designers have been designing 
rigid body control systems. 
The advent of active flexure control has changed this picture. It 
is obvious from the flexure mode physics that no mode can be effec ­
tively controlled through a surface located near a node point. Outboard 
ailerons, for example, are evidently more effective for control of a 
wing torsion mode than elevator flaps. Clearly each directly con­
trolled mode must be controllable, and some force producer locations 
will be more effective than others. 
The freedom to choose control surface locations creates several 
-new issues: How many control surfaces should be used; what are the 
trade-offs between them; can physically intuitive guidelines for sur­
face placement be found; how much performance will added surfaces 
purchase, or will optimal positions change radically when new sur­
faces are added? These issues can be reduced to two fundamental 
questions: 
1. 	 What intuitive considerations (if any) are most significant 





2. What degree of over-all performance improvement can be 
achieved by using the freedom to choose surface locations? 
The primary concern of this thesis will be to answer the first question-­
how to identify the fundamentals of control surface location. By 
closely examining the flexure physics of the aircraft, one can under­
stand the constraints posed by a limited number of control surfaces 
for a large number of vibration modes and develop a strategy for 
roughly estimating optimal locations. This rough estimation may be 
seen either as method of choosing initial locations for a search pro­
cedure, or as a "rule of thumb" to be used in lieu of an exact solution 
to the problem. In both cases the precise optimization problem serves 
as a check on the validity of the approximations used. 
The C-5A transport (see Fig. 1) is an excellent vehicle for such 
investigations; structural flexure modes, being a significant factor in 
performance evaluation, can cause some control surface locations to 
be definitely superior to others. The great size of the C-5A makes it a 
ready candidate for multiple surfaces of many types -- ailerons, 
spoilers, canards, leading edge flaps, elevators, rudders, etc. Be­
cause of the many modes (15 modes have been calculated for both 
pitch and lateral models) and the possibility of so many types of multi­
ple surfaces, the C-5A surface location problem definitely demands a 
control-theoretic treatment. The scale of the problem also permits 
proposed fundamentals to be adequately tested. 
Optimal control theory will be shown to provide a qualitative 
framework for analyzing the performance of an aircraft with any speci­
fied set of control surfaces and surface locations. The success of 






APPROXIMATE SPECIFICATIONS: VERTICAL 
HEIGHT ( FUSELAGE ) 30 ft. STABILIZER 
WING SPAN 219 ft. 
LENGTH 231 ft. 
WEIGHT EMPTY 318,469 lbs. aaA 
SWEEP (25%CHORD) 25 dg. 1 A2 a 




System for the B-52 1 9 attests to the practicality of quadratic criteria 
in evaluating performance. Hence, the second question above may be 
answered by simply casting the relevant equations of the aircraft into 
an optimal control framework and evaluating the system performance 
by such measures as stresses and mean square accelerations. 
The body of this thesis is organized around the three contri­
butions which it makes: 
1. 	 Solution of the aerodynamic surface placement problem 
as a distributed-system problem in optimal control theory. 
2. 	 Practical implementation of the solution procedure; this in­
cludes a new representation of control forces as a function of 
position and description of a fast state-of-the-art computer 
program applicable to a wide variety of aircraft. 
3. 	 A strategy of surface placement -- an approximate method of 
choosing locations for a restricted class of problems. 
The first section motivates the modelling process by describing 
the fundamentals of the physical system involved. Section II gives the 
formulation and solution of the theoretical problem. Section III de­
scribes implementation of the technique -- a precise mathematical 
model of the physics of typical aircraft, and a computational scheme 
for carrying out the desired calculations. Application of the computer 
program to a scaled-down model of a large transport aircraft, the 
C-5A, is given in Section IV. Section V explains a possible strategy 
of surface placement applicable to an important but restricted class of 
problems. The sections are written with a maximal amount of in­
dependence in order to accommodate readers with varying interests. 
SECTION I 
THE PHYSICAL SYSTEM 
The introduction discusses surface location in an intuitive fashion-­
indeed the existence and nature of the control surface location problem 
are evident on such grounds, It is not evident, however, how to ap­
proach and organize the problem--in what ways does the solution de­
pend on pure flexure properties of the aircraft, on dynamic properties of 
the rigid vehicle, on the probabilistic structure of gusts which strike the 
plane, or on the responses one chooses to evaluate. This section 
makes clear the physical relationships between these variables and 
motivates a state-variable description of the problem. 
A. 	 BASIC SYSTEM STRUCTURE 
Because the aerodynamic forces which govern the motion of an 
aircraft in flight are basically nonlinear (Bernoulli's principle pre­
dicts a square-law dependence of forces on relative wind velocity), a 
reasonable control problem must treat the vehicle in one or more ­
specified "flight conditions. " A flight condition is generally specified 
by a steady velocity of the aircraft and its orientation with respect to 
the mean wind striking the vehicle, as well as the settings of throttle 
and control surfaces which maintain this condition of steady flight. 
The remainder of the thesis presumes that the primary "plant" is a 
large flexible aircraft whose motions are perturbed about such a 
steady flight condition. This assumption is reasonable since such 
vehicles are designed for long periods of steady flight. 
The perturbing forces acting on an aircraft in steady flight are 
(1) random gust disturbances (relative to the mean wind, about which/ 
-5­
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all aerodynamic forces are linearized), and (2) control forces resulting 
from deflections of the aerodynamic surfaces. Because of its in­
efficiency, engine control is not considered in detail, although it can 
be readily incorporated into the framework of analysis presented. 
The random excitations of the plant due to the gusts give rise to 
several undesirable responses, such as stresses and distributed torques 
which cause structural fatigue of the wings and tail, and accelerations 
affecting ride quality and safety of cargo. The objective of flexure 
control is to produce control forces in such a way as to counteract 
these undesirable effects of the stochastic gust inputs. Generally the 
control engineer is aware of certain locations on the vehicle where 
large responses are least desirable, e.g. , weak points in the basic 
structure of the aircraft, crucial points such as those where engines 
are fixed to the wings, or passenger stations in the fuselage. In 
light of this information, response locations are assumed to be pre­
specified independently of control surface locations. This is possible 
because the basic structural properties of the vehicle are independent 
of surface location; aircraft designers specifically avoid major 
structural modifications for control surfaces, as these tend to weaken 
the overall vehicle. (Contrary to intuitive reasoning, it will be shown 
in Sectioh III that the incidence of control forces is not at the hinge 
line of a flap--hence there are even more basic physical reasons for 
choosing response locations independently of control surface locations). 
A fundamental though unproven tenet of control theory is that in 
order to control something, it must be measured. The problem of 
precisely what signals to sense appears to be quite complicated, as it 
involves a coupling of control and estimation problems which yields 
computationally intractable mathematics (with present technology), 
-7­
so this thesis henceforth assumes sensor locations to be prespecified. 
Possible types of sensors include rate and position gyros, accelero­
meters, angle of attack probes, etc. These sensors pick up certain 
combinations of dynamic state and control variables such as flexure 
mode accelerations, pitch rate, control forces generated by aileron 
displacement, etc. An important distinction should be made between 
responses and sensed signals: sensor locations may be entirely dif­
ferent than response locations--in fact there is quite possibly no 
necessary connection whatsoever between responses and measured 
signals. Control of responses depends on their functional relation to 
the state of the system, and not on measurements of their exact values 
at a given time. Due to modelling uncertainty and component vari­
ations, sensed signals are customarily assumed to be corrupted to 
some extent. Sensor dynamics are generally ignored, as they are 
several orders of magnitude faster than aerodynamic and structural 
responses.
 
Measured signals, which often give only a partial measure of 
the state of the aircraft, are all that the control designer may use in 
constructing feedback signals to the control surfaces. Furthermore, 
hardware constraints demand that the control law have a minimum of 
dynamics and a relatively simple form. In effect this dictates (at 
most) constant gains on feedback of system states. The existence of 
adequate (though suboptimal) controllers with constant element values 
and relatively simple form convinces one that optimal controllers 
should be able to perform effectively within the same constraints. 
The freedom to choose surface locations essentially expands the 
range of forces and moments that the control designer may exert on 
-8­
the vehicle in order to damp out its responses, Presumably, this new 
freedom should allow him to do a better job with a specified set of 
responses and measured signals. 
Figure 1 schematizes the basic system structure as described 
above. 
B. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF THE SYSTEM 
The most fundamental assumption underlying the modelling pro­
cess is linearity. Linearity, in view of the valuable body of infor­
mation on linear optimal control, is certainly desirable on a mathe­
matical basis; the definition of the problem in the framework of a 
given flight condition has also made linearity a justifiable physical 
assumption. It should be noted that linearization has its costs - ­
practical system designs require examination of many flight con­
ditions and great expense in deriving coefficients for many linear 
models. If one makes the claim, however, that fatigue lifetimes are 
governed primarily by the constant flexing of an aircraft in normal 
(gusty) flight, linearized analyses are also a good way to attack the 
flexure control problem. In view of the fact that aerodynamic stresses 
over the cross section of a wing may vary by several tons in an average 
wind gust, this claim seems quite reasonable. 
Another major assumption is that the distributed nature of the 
system may be adequately approximated by the use of a finite (and 
reasonably small) number of flexure modes. Although this assumption 
is well-justified in this problem (due to aerodynamic damping of higher 
modes), it poses formidable theoretical problems for distributed 
systems in general. 
On the basis of the foregoing physical description and the as­
sumption of linearity,, one may model the functional relationships of a 
-9-
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF AIRCRAFT 
FLEXURE CONTROL PROBLEM 




GENERATION OF GUSTS 
Correlation Filter Gust Penetration 
PLANT DYNAMICS 
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Actuator Aerodynamic Lift Flexure Mode 












OPTIMAL FEEDBACK CONTROLLER 
Measured _ State Optimal Gain Control 
Sgnals timator Network Signals 
Figure 1 
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complete system by the equations and variables below. 
Definition of Variables 
xEI 	 rigid body state (angle of attack, sideslip, roll, 
pitch and yaw rates, etc.) 
elastic state (mode deflections and rates) 
2S_3 gust velocities generated by gust filter 
?L4 gust forces (aerodynamic effect of gusts) 
x 5 control forces (aerodynamic effect of control surface 
deflections -- may be taken to include actuator dy­
namics) 
c 	 control signals (actuator drives)
 
m sensor measurements 
r responses to be minimized 
white noise inputs to gust filter 
white noise inputs to sensor measurements-12 

yr 	 vector of control surface locations 
System Equations 
=A, fI-x -+L 1x 2 + C1x 4 + G1 (Y)x 5 (Rigid Body Equations 
of Motion) (1) 
=Lx+Fx + _Cx 4 + G2 (Flexure Equations) (2) 
-2-1+-2-2 24 +G(x)xE5 
x 3 =-F 3 x 3 + MI (Gust Filter) (3) 
4 = 44 3 (Gust Aerodynamics) (4) 
Sx + c (Control Surface Aerodynamics) (5) 
= 1 -- +Ax + (Sensor Equations) (6)Ax +Ax 
r= Hlx +H 2 + H 4 x 4 + D(x)_5 (Response Equations) (7) 
HlxI + Hx2 + H4_4 + D 5 (x)F5 x 5 + D5(y)_ 
State augmentation 
Define the new augmented states: 
-o - - 01 
A 








The vector x is taken to be the optimal linear estimator
-O 
of the vector x 0 based on the measured signals m (to be 
explained later). With these definitions, Eqs. 1 through 7 
become: 
k = [] = Fx + Gc + C 1 (8) 
m= _Ax+BT (9) 
r = Hx + Dc (10) 
where 
_F l1 - C-1 0LY) G C 0 0 
L F 2 0 C2 -(Y) 0 0 0 
o o 3 - 0 0 10 _ 
0 0 1 F 4 0 0 0 0 
0 o 0 0 0 F 5I -_5 - 0o 0 
A =[A 0 _.A o] B = [ 2]1 A 2 4 
H = [tI 1 Z 0 H 4 D5(Y)5]_ = [D 5 Wy)] 
Control Problem 
According to the model, one has perfect knowledge of the state 
x 5 (aerodynamic forces due to control signals), since c, the control 
signals, are generated directly by whatever feedback system is used. 
-12-

These signals are the only inputs to x 5 . So given c, one can in 
theory calculate x 5, and if any measurements were to contain x5' 
it could be subtracted out exactly to obtain a set of modified signals 
independent of x 5 ; note that this assumption has been implemented in 
Eq. 6 by making __ independent of x 5 . 
If one knew the remaining states of the system, xo, he would 
wish to use a control law of the form 
c = K(y)x (11) 
since x by definition contains all information on the state of the sys ­
tem. K(x) is chosen to be constant rather than time-varying because 
a time-varying gain would be too difficult to implement; it will later 
be shown that for long flight times (which is certainly the case), a 
constant gain K(y) is optimal at any rate. 
But x is not completely known, in general, since the system
-O
 
can only be measured by a limited number of stochastically disturbed 
sensors, for economic and practical reasons. Therefore, one hopes 
to use a linear estimate, P0 which (in a way to be defined in Section II), 

best approximates x . Intuition readily tells one that x must 
satisfy an equation of the form 
A A 
x = F x +Gm
-o0 --0 0 -­
since this is the most general linear dynamic system making use of 
the measurements available. In practice, this system (the Kalman 
filter) will not be easy to build. It will be used in this thesis, however, 
because of its optimality properties; it provides a justifiable standard 
If m should include x 5 , the author has shown that the Kalman
 
filter will perfectly estimate this state anyway.
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by which to compare end results of the location problem. By analogy 
with (11), one now tries to choose a set of gains so that 
A 
For a given set of control surface locations, KS(y) is chosen to mini­
mize some weighted, quadratic measure of the responses (e.g., their 
r.m.s. values) over all _time. 
But if y is fixed, the optimum is constrained in comparison to 
the values it might attain for some other _y. The surface location prob­
lem is to find the value or values of X which yield the best performance 
of the vehicle. The modified Newton-Raphson search procedure de­
rived in the following section is a simple algorithm designed to ac­





This segment of the thesis solves the mathematical version of 
the control surface location problem motivated by the discussion in 
Section I. A rigorous mathematical formulation of the problem is 
stated in the first subsection; the remaining subsections deal with the 
estimation, control, and search problems, respectively. Detailed 
calculations have been relegated to appendices. 
A. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
The linear, time-invariant system to be investigated in this 
thesis takes the following form: 
"(x,t) = F(y) x(yt) + Gc(y,t) + CM(t) (1) 
where x (y, t) is the state of the (distributed) system 
c (.y, t) are control signals to the aerodynamic surfaces 
jj (t) is a vector of white noise system distrubances. 
x is a vector of control surface locations 
and x, c, M, and y are of dimension (n + nl), nc., n and ny, re­
s pe ctively. 
The vector .2(t) is zero-mean with covariance matrix 
F (n.n(t)0' (T)) = N6(t-T) 
where N is a positive definite and symmetric matrix. Because N is 
time-invariant and the system itself is time-invariant, all time­
varying signals will become very nearly ergodic shortly after t=O, re­
gardless of initial conditions (which are left unspecified for this reason) 
-14­
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and the problem will become an algebraic one in the covariance 
matrices of the state variables. 
The state x(y,t) of the system and the noise M(t) are assumed 
to be of the form 
where xo'Xl AO, _q are of dimension no, nil , and nm, re­no 

spectively, and the plant and noise matrices are decomposed as follows: 
E(Y) fo -9o( y]. ] ; . QI ; 
. O f 
The matrix G (y) is assumed to be continuous and differentiable in 
each dimension of y. I is the identity matrix.) 
The measurements of the state take the form 
rn(y,t) = _Ax(y,t)+B7(t) (2) 
In accordance with the above partitioning, A and B are written: 
A = ] B 1=[0 o] 
B is assumed to be of full rank, nm <no, for cases of interest. 
The responses to be minimized contain state and control vari­
ables: 
(, t) = H(x)x(xt) + D(Y.c(y,t) (3) 
The dimension of r(,t) is nr, and H(y) is partitioned as follows: 
E(y) = [o-D(Y)F1 ] 
Again, D(y ) is assumed continuous and differentiable in y. 
The objective is to find a linear time-invariant control law of 
the form 
-16­
c 	 =K(x)2(,t) x(},t) = x(Yt) (4J 
where Ao(y, t) is the conditional minimum-variance unbiased linear 
A 
estimate of x (y, t) given r(y, t), and K(y) is chosen so as to mini­
mize the following quadratic criterion in the responses 
T 
J(Y) = lim (r'(l,t)r(y, t))dt (5) 
T-oT 0 
where Q is a positive definite symmetric weighting matrix on the re­
sponses. The surface locations, y, are chosen so that 
J(y)< j*(fy) for all x in the domain 
where y is defined (assumed to be convex and simply-connected), 
and where J*(x) is the minimum value-of the cost functional for a 
fixed y. 
In summary, the solution of the problem consists of three steps: 
A 
(1) Find x (y, t) 
A 
(2) Find K(1 ) for a specified yx 
(3) Find I 
The following subsections treat these problems in order as the esti­
mation, control, and search problems. For the sake of legibility all 
*y and t dependences will be assumed implicitly in the following 
derivations. 
B. 	 SOLUTION OF THE ESTIMATION PROBLEM 
Kalman I has shown the existence of a linear minimum-variance 
unbiased estimator x A of the state x. The estimation problem may be 
I Kalman, R. E., and Bucy, R. S., "New Results in Linear Filtering 
and Prediction Theory," Journal of Basic Engjnering, March, 
1961, pp. 95-108. 
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des cribed as follows: 
Given the system (1) and the measurements (2), find the esti­
mator of the form 
t 
A fL(.t) t,T)rn(x, T)dT (6) 
0 
which minimizes the criterion 
J() = T( -(7) 
assuming the control c to be of the form c=K()hyt). 
Make the definitions 
~A (i x = x -x = estimation error 
(ii) E{xx'} = X = state second moment matrix 
(iii) x X state estimate second moment matrix 
(iv) E{xx'} = X = error covariance matrix 
One then obtains the well-known equations for the Kalman-Bucy optimal 
filter L(t,T): 
_L(t, T)/at =[F+ GK- L(t, t)A] L(t, T) (8)A ­
where L(t,t) = [XA'+CNB'](BNB') (9) 
and X is the solution of the steady-state error-covariance equation: 
X = (_F -CNBI(BNBt)-A)X+X(F-CNB(BNB')-IA) 
-_XA' (_BNB'-1AX + C(N-NB'(LB1NB')- 1 N)C' 0 (10) 
As a side result, when this filter is used, the estimation error has the 
property that 
E{x(y,t)i (yt)}-= 0 (11) 
which is a result of the orthogonal projection lemma. 1 This in turn im­
plies that 
'Kalman,R.E., andBucy,R.S., "New Results in Linear Filtering and 
Prediction Theory, "Journal of Basic EnjneeringMarch, 19 6 1,pp. 95-108. 
A 
X = X+X (f ) 
Coming back to Eq. 10 and using the partitioned matrices given in 
Section A, one sees that X must be of the form 
where X satisfies the matrix Riccati equation:
-o 
'-1 	
-I=0(3F X 	 + XF' - X A'(B NB AX +GN_=0 (13)
-0-O -- O -o--O -o-,2- - - -
This equation is independent of y, a fact of considerable importance, 
it will turn out. In Appendix A it is shown that the state covariance 
A 
equation can be expressed in terms of X(y,t) and X, a constant 
matrix. The net effect of this is that, via (12) there is a separation of 
control and estimation problems and via (13) there is furthermore a 
separation of search and estimation problems! Equation 13 may be 
solved once and for all and Eqs. 8 and 9 need only be evaluated after 
y and K(y,t) are found--they play no further role in the problem so­
lution. These side benefits of optimality show that use of the Kalman 
filter is justified not only by the fact that it serves as a standard of 
optimality but also by the great savings it yields in computational effort. 
C. 	 SOLUTION OF THE CONTROL PROBLEM 
First, Eq. 5 is transformed in order to put the criterion in a 
form which is easier to manipulate. 
T 







= 	 3 lim -f(r.ri)dtiij Tol 








= 3.j Rij,where R - E{rr'} is the response 
i=l j=l second moment matrix 
5(y) = TR[QR] (14) 
But R = E{ K'} = E{(Hx + P c)_'H' + c'D')} 
= E{[(H+ DK) + Hx][x'H' + '(H+ DK)']} 
A 
S(I + D_)KX(H + DK)' + HXH' 
Thus the criterion may be written 
A 
J(y) = TR[X(H + DK)'Q(-+DK) + XH'QH] (15) 
In Appendix B, the optimal control law K is derived via the matrix 
a 
minimum principle. The result is: 
A -1
K = ('QD) (D'QH + G'S) (16) 
where S is the solution of the costate equation, 
(Z - GD'D) D QH)'S + S(F -G(D'p)-QD) D'QH)-SG(D'QD) -G 'S 
+ H'(Q-gD(D'QD)P''Q)H = 0 (17) 
The state covariance equation for the optimally-controlled system is 
(F+GjS)X+X(E +gK)' + X+ XF' + CNC' = 0 (18) 
The Riccati equation (17) is solved first, yielding K which allows one 
A 
to solve (18) for X. All of this is carried out at each location y to be 
examined. The search problem dictates which y are selected. 
2 Athans, Michael, "The Matrix Minimum Principle, " Information and 
5 9 2 6 0 5 Control, Vol. 11, No. 5, pp. - . 
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D. SOLUTION OF THE SEARCH PROBLEM 
Consider a scalar-valued function of a vector, J(3y) which is 
everywhere continuous and twice-differentiable. If y is a local 
relative minimum of J(y), the function may be expanded about this 
value to give 
J(y) = 5$(Z o ) + Ji(3o)(3-3[o ) + (&-x[0 ) _Jx(o)(3[-.xo) (19) 
.th 
where J1 (yo) is a vector whose i element (i=l,.... n ) is 
y 
5 li(yo) = [ a(y/ayi] =o (20) 
i,j t h And J2(yo) is a matrix with entry (i,j=l...n 
J/ij(yo ) = I[ 8Zj(_y/8yiy.]= (21) 
This "element differentiation" notation will be used throughout­
the thesis in a similar fashion for expansion of matrices about any 
nominal value of y. The subscripts (li) and (Zij) on matrices denote 
differentiation of each element by yi and yi and y., respectively. 
For deterministic matrices (e.g., _F(y), _0(y), etc.) the variations 
of y are independent in each dimension, whereas for stochastic vari-
A 
ables (§(y), f(y), X(y)) the variations are taken mutatis mutandis 
so that if yi is varied, yj, j/ i are adjustedtomaintain optimal control. 
Returning to (19), the conditions for a minimum y 0 are: 
(i) 1(Y 0 ), = 0, (22) 
and (ii) (x--iYj)' !Z(yo)(Y-Yo) > 0 (23) 
for all y in the neighborhood of y 0 (this implies that J 2 (y0o) must be 
positive semidefinite). 'Assume that one has selected a point yk which 
he presumes to be in the neighborhood of Yo and he wants to determine 
a Ay such that Ay k =y 0 . One method of determining A k is 
-21­
the Newton-Raphson method,which proceeds as follows: 




1 _( k Yo 
11(4) -2 2 (k )Ak 
since J 2 (Yk ) differs from J2 (1 0 ) by second order in AfY k . But 
11(yo) = 0, so one can write 
_ - Jtk 	 (24)
AYk- - [1( 11 (Y) 
k. 
providing the inverse exists, which will occur if yx is in a neighbor­
hood sufficiently close to y 0 ' Positive definiteness of J( k) can be 
shown 	a sufficient condition for convergence of the algorithm 
k+l k k 
x_ =Y +AY 	 (25) 
to the desired value of y. The algorithm will give rapid error-free 
convergence to local minima provided that J 2 (,Y) is smooth enough 
near Y., to assure a large neighborhood of convergence. If convergence 
conditions are not satisfied one must use a gradient or other method to 
bring y into the relevant neighborhood, resulting in a so-called 
"modified" Newton-Raphson search. In aircraft problems, scrutiny 
of Section III will reveal that the requisite smoothness properties may 
be directly related to the smoothness of the mode slope derivates, 
which are in turn related to the smoothness of the elastic modulus as 
a function of position on the aircraft. Further discussion of this point 
is postponed to Section V. 
The search procedure used in this thesis is constrained in that 
k 
one demands an optimal controller be used at each yk ; this reduces the 
criterion J from a functional in the two quantities y and K to a func-
A 
tional in 'y alone by setting K= K(jy). The constraint equations are 
-22­
derived in Appendix C, while the criterion variations are found in 
Appendix D; the results are: 
i= -TR[S 1i(FX"+ XF'+ CNC-] (26) 
and i=2TR{[ SF2ij+S_-Fli + S IiF1j+(H+P '9(~izj+DzijK) 
A
 
+(HI +D K) 'Q(Hi +DI_ -'(DQD)K. . . . 2.i}, (Z7)
-- --j. . . . . .
 
where Sli isthe solution of the equation:
 
(F+GK) 'Sli + Si(f_+GK)Fi SFIi+(Ili+ DiK)'_Q(H+DK) 
+(H+DI 9j'Q(Hi+_D iK) = 0 (28)1 1 
and Kli = -(D 'QD-I[__'i)D HiDiK +G'Si ] (29) 
T k. 
The matrices S K and _X are the solutions of Eqs. 16-18 for y=y 
In summary, the complete solution of the problem is given by 
Eqs. 13, 16-18, and 26-29 and the search algorithm defined by (24)
 
and (25). The implementation of this procedure on the computer is
 




fMPLEMENTATION OF THE SOLUTION TECHNIQUE
 
The practicality of the proposed solution technique rests on two 
factors. First, it must be possible to describe the two matrix func­
tions of a vector Go(x) and D(y) for a general aircraft in such a way 
that readily available vehicle data can be easily utilized in the search 
algorithm; otherwise each application would require too much 
'accounting" engineering to be worthwhile. Secondly, an efficient, 
fast, generally applicable computational scheme must be written in 
order that answers are economically obtainable. Both phases of im­
plementation are described in this section. 
A. 	 VEHICLE DESCRIPTION 
In modern applications, it is reasonable to assume the availa­
bility of linearized equations of motion and linear modal analysis of 
flexure properties of large aircraft. The following discussion will 
demonstrate that this information, plus some evident parameters of the 
vehicle, are sufficient to determine all of the variables needed in the 
proposed optimization scheme. 
A. 	1 Specification of Control Surface Types and Positions 
The aircraft is broken into four segments: (1) wing, (Z) fuselage, 
(3) vertical tail, and (4) horizontal tail -- this numbering sequence is 
followed throughout the thesis. All coordinates are referred to the 







J y 4  IYl 
(a) TOP VIEW 
V. TAIL 
Y3 FUSELAGE %2 
(b) SIDE VIEW 
Figure 1 
The true aircraft axes need not correspond to these axes, of course, 
but positions on the true axis system are defined by their projections 
onto these axes rather than by measurement of lengths directly along 
the true axes. Customary units are inches; the end point of an axis 
need not correspond-to a zero co-ordinate value (for example, the zero 
of the fuselage axis may correspond to the tip of a nose probe rather 
than to the actual nose of the airplane)--for this reason two vectors, 
' Y0= (Yl 0 ,Y 2 0 , Y3 0 ' Y4 0 ) and YEND = (yleYey3e, Y4e) define the 
dimensions of the aircraft. 
The vector y actually consists of the positions of each control 
surface which is to be optimally located. The following control sur­
faces are permitted (again, numbering corresponds to the code used in 
the optimization program):* 
(1) Combined ailerons 
(2) Differential ailerons 
(3) Combined leading edge slats 
(4) Differential leading edge slats 
(5) Combined spoilers 
(6) Differential spoilers 
(7) Combined elevators 
(8) Differential elevators 
(9) Rudder 
Positive deflections should be defined in the positive axis directions 
according to rigid body coordinates for the given vehicle, e. g., if Y 
were out the right wing and Z were down, differential aileron de­
flection would be positive for right aileron down, etc. 
Each of the five types of control surfaces listed above is as­
signed an axis which is assumed to be a straight line and is specified 
by two quafltities, its angle of intersection with the fuselage (AXANG) 
in radians and the distance (AXX) of its root from the center of gravity 
forward being positive)'. The set of force producers to be varied and 
their positions at a given point in the computer program are specified 
by the following vectors and matrices: 
Henceforth,-,unless otherwise noted, subscripts on the variable y 
refer to the surface types as denumerated here (where yi is pre­
sumed to be with reference to the proper body axis), and not to the 
body reference axis system (yl1 y,y 3 ,y 4 ) outlined above. 
C.G. 
AXANG AXX 
(a) AILERONS, SPOILERS, OR LEADING EDGE SLATS (TOP VIEW 
C.G. 
-AXANG f AXX 
(b) ELEVATORS (TOP VIEW) 
AXANG CoG° 
(C) RUDDERS (SIDE VIEW) 
F igu re .2 
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NFP(I), I=1, NT - -number of force producers of type Ito be 
positioned, where I corresponds to the numbering above, e.g., if 
NFP(Z) = 3, three sets of (differential) ailerons are to be positioned. 
If there are no control surfaces of a given type, or if their positions 
are to remain fixed, NFP for that type must be zero. 
LOC(I), I=I, NT -- axis (yl, y2 ,y 3 , or y4 ) to which type I 
control surface is to be referred. If rudder position is to be optimized, 
for instance, LOG(9) = 3, since rudder.position is referred to the 
vertical axis, Y3' and the rudder is control surface type 9. LOC(I) 
may be zero if the It h surface position isn't optimized or remains 
fixed. To facilitate added types of control surfaces (e.g., canards) 
the dimension of NFP and LOC i6 specified as NT rather than 9 
throughout the program. 
YFP(I, J), 1=1, NT; J=1, NMAX -- position of Jth control surface 
of type I, referred to the axis as specified by LOC(I). Aileron, leading edge 
flap and spoiler positions are referred to wing coordinates (yl), ele­
vators to horizontal tail coordinates (y4 ), and rudders to vertical tail 
coordinates (y3).
 
AXANG(I), I=1, NT -- angle between fuselage and axis along which 
the influence of surface type I is felt (see Appendix G.3) 
AXX(I), I=l, NT -- distance of root of axis of control surface 
type I fore of the C. G. (AXX for the elevator would be negative, for 
example). This parameter is often called -IT in aerodynamic liter­
ature. 
This completes the specification of aircraft geometry and control 
surface locations. The control and response matrices, G0 and D, 
depend on these positions in four important ways: (1) through the flexure 
-28­
physics, (2) through diminished lift effectiveness of outboard surfaces, 
(3) through increasing torque arms of outboard surfaces, and (4) 
through modal acceleration contributions to responses. The following 
sections derive these effects from the basic physics of the aircraft in 
flight. The casual reader is advised to skip to the summary following 
Section III.A.4 at this point. 
A.2 Airframe Flexure Physics 
This section outlines some of the significant aspects of airframe 
flexure physics. The discussion is based on Bisplinghoff's statement 
of the problem and on discussions with C. R. Stone of the Honey­
well Systems and Research staff. 
Since discussion will be focused onthe y-dependence of the G 
and D matrices in the plant and response equations, viz., the de­
pendence of forces and responses on outboard control surface location, 
fuselage dynamics will not be treated in detail. Although mode shapes 
include fuselage displacement, the analysis of wing, horizontal and 
vertical tail dynamics is the major issue of aircraft flexure physics. 
Each of these segments may be modelled as a tapered slender beam 
fixed at one end to the aircraft body. For such a structure, two types 
of motions may be distinguished (a) torsion about the axis of the beam 
and (b) bending about an axis perpendicular to the beam in the plane 
of the wing surface (see Fig. 3). Taking y as the co -ordinate out the 
axis of the beam, the dominant characteristics of each flexure mode 
are described by stating torsional and vertical deflections of the beam 
structure as a function of y. For slender slightly-swept or unswept 
wings the pure mechanics of vibration are well approximated by 





torsional elastic axis passes through the center of gravity of each 
chordwise wing segment, however, do torsional and bending motions 








modes Fz(y,t) and T(y,t) arise due to structural coupling and 
damping--these effects are explained in Appendix I; for simplicity 
they are neglected in the following derivation. When F and T are 
set to zero, the solutions are separable functions of space and time: 
z(y, t) = (y) T(t) (3) 
O(y, t) = ¢(y) T(t) (4) 
The flexure equations become: 
m(y)(a(y)-s(y) (y))T (t)+(EI(y) "(y))"T(t) = 0 (5) 
(Iy(y)4(y)-s(y)m(y)(y))T'(t)-(GJ(y)@'(y))'T(t) = 0 (6) 
If 1(t) + co T(t) = 0, then the spatial equations may be written: 
SI' 
"' -2 
EI" M -ms 
2 
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For specified boundary conditions at either end of the wing,* these 
equations have solutions for an infinite sequence w = wl w?' 3.. of 
natural frequencies. The solution corresponding to co=col consisting 
of a(y)--py) and c(y)--4y), defines the ithnatural mode shape of the 
wing. 
The distributed force problem is solved by assuming the flexure 
O 
pattern to be a linear combination of natural modes: z(y,t)=Z ai(y) 11(t) 
o0 i=l 
and 0(y,t)= r qi(y)7i(t) where i.(t) is the normal co-ordinate 
i=l 




specifying displacement of the i natural mode. Inserting these pro­
posed solutions into Eqs. 1 and Z and using the orthogonality condition 
that 
M i Aij=[m(Y) i(y) j(y ) -m(y)s Ay)i(Y) (y)+j(Y) i(y)] +Iy y)i(y) j(y)] dyf 
0 
where I is the length of the wing, it is possible to find equations for 
the ili(t): 
2 
Mj . so.2 i(t (F -*X.ii(t)+M j J Cy, t)g .(y)+T(y, t)4 .(y)) dy (7) 
0 
In practical applications the engineer is usually given the (y) and 
i(y), or similar quantities. The Eqs. 7 for the ri(t) are then ap­
pended to the plant equations in the model. the computer program 
models the direct forces due to control surfaces (flaps) on a wing as 
point forces. This means that the force from a flap centered at yo 
will be approximately written Fz (y, t)=F (t)5(y-y ) and T(y, t)=T (t)8(y-yo). 
The above force term thus becomes: 
X. F(t) (Y ) + To(t).(yo) (8) 
To a first approximation the forces F and the torques T are due to 
0 0 
the change in lift resulting from a unit deflection of a flap of unit 
length--this may be found from tabulated section lift curves as a 
function of y 0 . The forces are related to the control sign-, u(t) 
through actuator dynamics and Kussner lift buildup of aerodynamic 
forces, as described in Section I. The y-dependence of the mode 
forcing terms requires storage of vertical and torsional natural mode 
See Appendix F 
See Appendix I. 
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shapes. Since the variational procedure requires the second deriva­
tive of these terms, an accurate spline fit procedure is used to gener­
ate second derivatives, which are then Fourier decomposed for com­
puter storage. Mode shapes and their derivatives are easily generated 
to an accuracy of better than one percent using only two hundred 
storage locations per mode. 
A. 3 Forces Depending on Control Surface Position 
The force matrix G0 (y) picks up its dependence on control sur­
face locations in three ways. (1) The rigid body equations of motion in­
clude the direct lift and moment effects of surface deflections--some of 
the moment arms are functions of control surface location; (2) the 
extent to which a given flexure mode acceleration is excited depends on 
where the force producers are located; (3) rigid body and flexure 
modes are generally not decoupled- -vertical acceleration at the center 
of gravity, for instance, may include rigid body acceleration plus that 
due to each modal acceleration. 
(1) Rigid Body Effects? The rigid body equations of motion are as­
sumed to be stated in terms of a subset of the coordinates, 
(a) t - vertical acceleration 
(b) & - pitch acceleration 
(c) - side acceleration 
(d) 4 - yaw acceleration 
(e) "p -roll acceleration 
(f) 5e - forward acceleration 
The linearized equations of motion are derived from first principles 
in Appendix E. 
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All of these quantities are assumed to be evaluated at the center of 
gravity. For cases (such as the C-5A) where these are not the co­
ordinates of the available model, it is usually easy to form the re­
quisite linear combinations of these coordinates or to adjust the co­
efficient matrices to account for changes of scale. 
(a) 	 Vertical acceleration: The total vertical force due to a unit 
combined aileron, spoiler, leading edge flap or elevator de­
flection is to first approximation due to the altered airflow 
pattern over that section of wing or tail. The effect of a 
deflection is to change the mean camber line, hence the ef­
fective angle of attack, hence the lift of that section. The 
magnitude of the resulting vertical force depends on (of 
course) the amount of deflection, the depth of the hinge line 
into the wing, and the local chord of the wing, which is a 
function of yI. Thus for a.flap of unit length and given per­
centage of local chord in depth, the total lift per unit angular 
deflection decreases as the chord becomes shorter, i.e., 














To allow for chord variation and flap design this curve is 
specified for wing and tail as a Fourier series. For in­
stance, if one wanted the same force per unit deflection all 
the way out the wing (see curve b above), the flap area would 
have to be increased for outboard surfaces. The shape of 
this curve thus embodies the flap design assumptions built 
into the program -- curve (a) is for "uniform" flap size, while 
curve (b) is for uniform authority per unit deflection (but 
nonuniform flap size). Curve (b) is likely to be more useful 
for study purposes (a point force of constant strength being 
easiest to visualize), while (a) may be more suited to trial 
design work. The shape of this curve will influence the opti­
mization results, however. It is assumed that the same 
curve applies to all control surfaces on the wing (exept for 
a constant scale factor). Letting 5i be the deflection of the 
Sth control 	surface (see Section III.A. 1), the y-dependent 
part of "i 	 may be written 
"z = F CL.(yi)6i + M.A. (9) 
y i=l,3,5,7 i 
CL.(yi) = 	 CLC(i) CL(yi) 
CLC(i) = 	 scale factor for ith surface 
CL(y) = 	 section lift curve for wing or tail (see 
above); CL is one function for i=1,3, 5 
and another for i=7 
M.A. -	 modal accelerations at the center of gravity 
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(b) 	 Pitch acceleration: Because of swept wing structure, as a 
control surface is moved out the wing or tail it is farther aft 
of the center of gravity, producing (along with the vertical 
force effect) a pitching moment which is just the product of 
the vertical force times the length of the lever arm,as shown 
in Fig. 6. 
AXX(;)i 
AX X~i)---W 
PITCH LEVERT 	 ARM ( L.A. 
4 i CENTER OF PRESSURE 
AXIS FOR CONTROL 
SURFACE i 






= C(Y)[ AXX(i)-yi/TAN(AXANG(i)) 6 + M.A. 




Note that in calculating the lever arm AXX is't-aken to be 
if the root of the center of pressure axis of the i 
t h 
negative 
control surface is aft of the center of gravity. The same 
diagram holds for the horizontal tail, AXX(7) being greater 
in magnitude. 
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(c) 	 Lateral acceleration: Since no set of control surfaces can 
exert a balanced couple of side forces, there are no direct 
effects of either combined or differential control surfaces 
on lateral accelrations. Since lateral flexure mode ac­
celerations at the center of gravity are small, they have 
been neglected--few practical flexure models include lateral 
accelerations of the various modes, 
(d) 	 Yaw acceleration: All differential control surfaces give 
rise to yawing moments due to differential drag effects of up 
vs. down deflections; rudder deflections also contribute. The 
expressions for the moment arms are shown in Fig. 7. 
AXANG 
AXXE 
C.G. --- Yi ,. 
CENTER OF 
PRESSURE AXIS 
L.A. = [ y2 + (AXX(i) - yi COT (AXANG(i)))2 ] 1/2 








Thus the direct effects of control surfaces on yaw ac­
celeration are: 
ZC2 2 2 
iZ 4,6D (y) [AXX(i) +y. (1+1/TAN (AXANG(i)) 
-2yiAXX(i)/TAN(AXANG(i))] 1/2&. 
+ CN9[AXX(9) + y 9 /TAN(AXANG(9))] (i) 
where 
CD'(Y) =GSTOCK( ,yi) • CL (y), is the drag coefficient 
and C is obtained from the vertical acceleration 
equation. 
C = GSTOCK(Oy 9 ) 
Note that the section lift curve (CL ) for each type of 
control surface is used in approximating the differential 
drag (CD), the constant coefficient term being stored in 
1­
a reference matrix GSTOCK (explained in Appendix G.3). 
Since the sweep of the horizontal tail is negligible, the 
effect of differential elevator drag has been assumed in­
dependent of y. 
(e) Roll acceleration: Rudder deflection and all differential 
control surface deflections produce rolling-moments. For 
rudder and wing control surfaces, the moment arms are 
merely the y-coordinate values for those surfaces. The 
diagram for the elevator roll moment arm is shown in 
Fig. 8. Hence roll acceleration is given by 
Z"" 2 +y2 ]' MA 
7 i=y-- ,69 Cp.(Yi)Yi~i+Cp (y8)[YvT+Y8]8/26 8+M.A.i=Z, 4(, 6,9 8 (12) 
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where 
C - GSTOCK(',yi) •L l(Yii i=Z, 4, 6 
11-
C = GSTOCK(4, y9 ) 
p 8 1 
YVT y4	 2 2 1/2 
LA= [(YEND-YO) +Y81/2 
Figure 8 
(f) 	 Forward acceleration: The drag due to both combined and 
differential surface deflections depends on local chord and 
is hence a function of y1 . For a given flight condition and 
control surface, the drag coefficient is assumed to be in 
constant proportion to the lift coefficient. Hence the y­
dependent portion of the x acceleration equation is written 
9 
k = ; CD.(yi)&i (13) 
Y i=l I 
CD 
.(y i ) = GSTOCK( ,yi) -CL.(Yi)1 	 1 
where 
GSTOCK(5 , y.) = 	 constant coefficient for 5e equation, 
.th 
i control surface 
(Z) The forcing functions for the mode acceleration equations depend 
on force producer locations. This dependence is described in Section 
III.A.2, where the following theoretical results are derived: 
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"r.(t) + ZjA(t) + Woj".(t) = (FAERo+Xj)/M1 (14) 
.th 
where "= j modal acceleration 
= structural damping (. 01-. 03)* 
.= jth modal frequency3 
consisting 	of combinationsFAERO = 	 aerodynamic forces 
of other A/C state variables (independent of y) 
X. 
M.= aerodynamic accelerations due to control surface 3 
displacements 
9 CL (Yi) 
-Fi=l -M [(yi) + d(yi)cJ(yi)] 6 i .th 
th 
of j mode 	at position of ithwhere j(yi)=vertical displacement 
force producer 
d(yi)= moment arm between center of pressure and elastic 
i t h axis at force producer position (formerly re­
ferred to as s(y)) 
of jth mode at position of ith
.j(yi)=torsional displacement 
force producer 
th * M. = modal mass of j mode3 
Observe that structural damping (Zw tj(t)) and aerodynamic force 
terms have been added to the equations given in Section III.A.2. In 
addition, the terms F and T have been replaced by C (yi).i(t) 
and CL.(yi)d(yi)6i(t) respectively. 1 
1 
'The generalized masses are input as the constants ZZM(j). When the 
aircraft is approximated by a lumped parameter model with masses 
= I(y) )-szm 
m Y)=s'I(yk) kk ir 
The expression for M . becomes 
m(y) = mk and lever arms s(yk) Sk, becomes I =y 
3 
M. 	 = ZZM(j) = Z -2y y + Sm4 )) 
mk(Cn(Yk)sk ti(Yk +dn(Yk) (pO f 
(Continued on bottom of next page) 
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=f[m(y) (y)-Zm(y)s(y)((y)%j(y)) + Iy(y)] dy 
airc raft 
M = mass of aircraft 
The y-dependent forcing terms, X.i/Mj, are computed by a sub­
routine GD. The equation and geometry for d(yi) are shown in Fig. 9. 
"j~ L. ELASTIC AXIS 
S td(yi) CENTER OF PRESSURE LINE 
EAXX C.Go FOR i th SURFACE 
aI = AXANG(i) 
a2 = EAXANG(i) 
d(yl) = EAXX(i) - AXX(i) - y, COT (a2) -COT (a,) 
= EAXX(i) - AXX(r) - y, SIN (, - a2 )/SIN (a,) SIN (a2) 
Figure 9 
Since the lift coefficients CL are computed for accelerations, it is 
necessary to multiply through' by the aircraft mass (M) to achieve 
dimensional agreement or equivalently, to divide M. by M. Thus 
3
the constants Z2M(j) = M./M, with units of (length) are the actual 
input parameters of the program. 
In the C-5A case, the mode shape data includes masses mk (26 
for wing, 25 for fuselage, 11 for vertical tail, and I0 for horizontal 




In summary, the y-dependent terms for the mode acceleration equations 
are 
X. 9 C(Yi) 
= - = r MM [ .(y) +dy .(y) 5 (15)jy ZZM(j) il M /M - [ 
(3) Mode Acceleration Contribution to Rigid Body Variables: As 
noted in the rigid body equation descriptions (1), the "i, 4 and " 
equations contain contributions from the mode accelerations at the 
center of gravity.* The "i equation simply picks up vertical acceler­
ations (' j ) at that point;hence.the mode acceleration term of the 
Go (y) matrix is 
*i y(M.A.) = j(YCG ) [X./ZZM(j)] (16) 
where YCG = center of gravity location and X./ZZM(j) is given above. 
The "6 variable picks up the mode slopes along the fuselage (nonzero 
for symmetric modes only), hence 
0y(M.A.) = a, 1 (y4C. G [X/ZZM(j)] (17) 
Y?= fuselage axis 
The roll (4)) equation picks up mode slopes across the wings (nonzero 
for antisymmetric modes only), giving 
Sy(M.A.) = Z- (yO) Xj/ZZM(j) (18)y .8ay, 01 
For reference and comment, the relevant equations are summarized 
here: 
See Appendix E. 
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(1) Vertical Acceleration: 
NI 
z = i , [CL(Yi)+ F tI y()Xy./Z2M(j)]16 i (19) 
y' i=l, 3 ,5,7 Li j4YGj~~li (9 
(2) Pitch Acceleration: 
y = [ C L(yi)[ AXX(i) - yi/TAN(AXANG(i))] 
i=l, 3, 5,7 
NIag
 
+ F a (yCG)Xj (yi)/ZZM(j)] 6.j=l E8Y2 




(4) Yaw Acceleration: 
E GDCL (yi)[AXX z(i)+y (+COT z(AXANG(i))) 
i=2,4,6 i i-I 
-ZyiAXX(i)COT(AXANG(i)) ] 1/26i 
+ CD [ AXX(9) + y9 COT(AXANG(9))6 9 (22)9 
(5) Roll Acceleration: 
.. NI 8 (yC ) 
*y = [CPCL (y.i)yi+=I a IC X.(yi)/ZZM(j)]6 iP 
>1
i=Z, , 6, 9 1 ii 
+ [ G y8 2 2 /2 -I[IP CL 7(Ys)[ Y 8T+Ys/ 
NI ag.(Ya) 
X+ a X(Y)/ZM(y ] 58 (23) 
(6) Forward Acceleration: 
x= CDCL )5i+ FS CLyi+ CDgS 9 




A. 4 Responses Depending on Control Surface Position 
The y-dependence of the response matrix, D(y), is due only to 
acceleration responses; stresses and stress rates depend only on 
mode shape values at given response stations and on the modal dis­
placements, which are functions of time alone. Stresses, for in­
stance, may be written: 
s(yr) = k (bending moment at yr) (25) 
=k .El(yr)Z/ ' '(yr t ) 
)
= k EI(yr ) . 1 (t)'(yr 
where 
k = constant depending on stress station 
EI(yr) = stiffness modulus at response station Yr 
ei(t) = displacement of ith mode 
S'(y) = mode slope derivative of i t h mode evaluated at response 
station Yr 
Since the i(t) (and fi(t), for stress rates) appear in the plant state 
vector (x) and the y are fixed, the stress equations have no y­
dependent terms. 
Acceleration responses, however, may be written 
!y(yr R. B. y(Yr) + i(Y' y(t) (26) 
where 
R.B. = rigid body terms 
ai(r ) = ith mode shape evaluated at response station y. 
Yi (t) = modal acceleration of ith mode 
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Since only vertical acceleration responses are to be considered, the 
rigid body variables Y, 0 and x contribute nothing. If yr is on the 
fuselage, c5 may also be ignored. For y on wings or tail 
R.B. y(yr) = (yr) + Yr - y x 
For yr on the fuselage. 
R.B. (Yr) y -x y r
yr yr 

where x is the distance of the response location fore of the center 
of gravity (i. e., x r is negative for response locations aft of the center 
of gravit%. For yr on the fuselage this is x - Yr and fory 
on the other segments of the aircraft it is xr = EAXX-yr. GOT(EAXANG), 
where EAXX and EAXANG are for the appropriate segment. This as­
sumes that response locations will be located on the elastic axis. 
The modal acceleration terms " y(t) are explained above. Note 
that once the y-dependent terms of G have been computed, they may
-O 
be used directly in forming the D matrix. If y is not measured in 
the same units as the " i and rigid body variables, the appropriate 
elements of DSTOCK can be used for conversion factors. 
A. 5 _Section lII A 
The preceding derivations appear exceedingly complex jbecause 
they attempt to treat a large class of aircraft models and use standard 
aerodynamic conventions (which are intrinsically confusing to the non­
initiated) so that the parameters of available linearized models may be 
conveniently inserted into the computer program. The approach and the 
physics, however, are basically simple. The approach is summarized 
as follows: the G0 matrix has the force coefficients corresponding to 
a given equation of motion along each row and the forces generated by 
each type of control surface down each comunn (see Fig. 10). The 
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preceding derivation simply passes from element to element, giving 
formulas for the nonzero elements. 
Equatio Control Surface 
of Motion Type Lc)(x ° 
*i x OIx 0 X 0 X10 0 
Y 000000000
 
Y" 0 010 0 000 0
k XXX X X XX X 
0 x OIX 0 x 0X 0 0 
0 x 0 x 0 xO 
"Ai(sym) a) XX 0 X 0 X 0 X00
0000X
(asym) 0 X 0 X 0 Xo XOOX
 
General G matrix" 
--O
 
(x denotes x-dependent term; 0 denotes no 1y-dependence) 
Figure 10 
A similar procedure is followed for the D matrix. The physical
 
effects are basically simple also. The y-dependent terms occur in
 
(1) the forcing functions for the flexure modes, (2) the torque moment 
arms, and (3) accelerations (either at response locations or at the 
center of gravity) at any point on the aircraft. The first effect utilizes 
the mode shape data, while the second effect uses basic aircraft 
geometry; the third effect combines both data inputs. In addition, de­
pending on the way one wishes to specify flap design assumptions, 
there may be a y-dependent attenuation factor due to decreasing lift 
effectiveness of outboard control surfaces. Appendix G. 3 describes 
how the various terms are computed. 





The computer program which implements the proposed method 
has been written for full-scale investigation of the location problem 
rather than demonstration purposes. The input data consists of plant 
parameters derived from the aircraft equations of motion, gust model 
parameters, Fourier series coefficients for mode slope derivatives, 
and certain parameters specifying aircraft dimensions and control 
surfaces to be studied. The model may include lateral and/or longi­
tudinal equations of motion and symmetric and/or antisymmetric 
flexure modes. Provision is made for the following control surfaces: 
elevator, rudder, spoiler flaps, leading edge flaps and ailerons (all 
surfaces operated in combined and/or differential mode). Most types 
of state augmentation may be accomplished with ease--e. g., actuator 
dynamics, unsteady aerodynamics, etc. 
The structure of the program consists of an executive module 
which forms the coefficients of the filter equation (Section II.B.l), 
the optimal control equations (Appendix B), and the variational 
equations (Appendices C and D), and a series of subprograms which 
perform evaluation and computational functions. The subroutines in­
clude: 
(1) A data read-in subroutine (READIN) 
(2) A routine which solves the Riccati equation (POTTER) 
(3) A routine which solves the state covariance equation 
(STCOV) 
(4) Routines to form D(y), G0(y) and their partial de­
rivatives (GD, GPDP, and GPPDPP) 
(5) A Fourier series evaluation routine (EVAL) 
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(6) 	 Eignevalue and matrix inversion subroutines (ALLMAT, 
HSBG, ATEIG, TDINVR) 
B. l 	 Main Program 
The block diagram of the executive module (shown in Fig. 11) 
bears out the natural separation of the problem given in Section II.B, 
viz., estimation, control, and search. The estimation and control 
problems are well-known and need no further comment here, as the 
implementation follows precisely the equations in II.B. At the search 
stage, the manipulations in the actual program are slightly more com­
plicated than shown in Fig. 11, since the matrix YFP(I, J), whose 
indices denote type and number, respectively of a given control sur­
face, must be rearranged as a vector in computing the variations ijk 
and JZjk" 
The search procedure used is a modified Newton-Raphson scheme. 
If the second 'Variation matrix is positive definite, the Newton-Raphson 
algorithm is used, but if JZjk is not positive definite a gradient 
method is used. The sum of the absolute step sizes in each dimension 
is taken to be a constant (one which is just large enough to move 
rapidly into a region where JZjk is positive definite), but the ratios 
of the step sizes in each dimension are in the same ratio as the re­
spective components of the gradient, Jlj" More sophisticated tech­
niques may be used. 
Because of its generality the program as a whole requires a 
considerable amount of computer memory. The object program gener­
ated by the Fortran IV source deck, including dimensioned arrays, 
requires about 25, 000 words of storage for a 14th order example; ap­
proximately 15, 000 of which are required for the program itself and 
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Main Program Flow Chart
 
INITIALIZE DATA CALL READIN 
(-Xdenotes print-out) 
[FORM BNB' G-ALL TDINVR-
FORM: 
' F1 = F -GNB 'WNB T -1 A
 
QI = 4 )_-1A
 
OZ =_(N-_qj_'(Ng)C| 
SOLVE FIX+XFI' -XQI+Q2O0 CALL POTTER 
1 -FORM L(t, t) (CN A')(ANB -X (END OF ESTIMATION PROBLEM)- + 







WK4 = FX + XF' + CNC'
 
SFIND Cy) iY) CL 
--CAL TDIN WD , --FO 
FORM: 
El = (F - _gfp'9D- '__ 
Figure I I 
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Main Program Flow Chart
 
F ORM: 
A =F + gKiy )
 
S =F2+ RF'+ CNC'
 
FORM J(2) = TR[S(y')(FX + XF'+ CNC') + H'OHC (END OF CONTROL PROBLEM) 
WAR= 0 
FORM:JkX)=T[(()+H~l~1)o)~l~) 
It= + 1Kj)II 0 
OLV 8' + k1= ' 




Main Program Flow Chart 
FRD !a 8_va y 28t2E/Oyj Byk- CALL PPHDKZ 2
JIv'lJ fl -KDQD. '+ +0 D iO 
D CMP LETE S IN 
In = CALL PDI
SOLVE [ /Jay 
IFOP.Mk K,D.(y i)+ K,LC IS.".+ G2' 'k )+ Syl2R - 2 2
 
- -- 1r - k ... ijlk + D~jkQ(--H--D-K(-Yi);- l'3 --
Fo 
-SECOND INDEX COMPLETE I 
YkY 
 
IND ROOTS ' COF~ -?j~A A EIk 
r) l~t.12.OI ITV E I 
CCALL TDHINR
 
= y + A-yIFORMy1+ 
Note: The variational equations given above refer to the C-5A trial 
model of Section IV (see IV-A-8), although the program is 
readily modified to handle the general case of Section II. 
Figure 1 l(Contd.) 
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for arrays of fixed dimension. With the availability of third-generation 
computers, computation time is a more significant economic con­
sideration than storage requirements, however. The program does 
attempt to optimize on computation time. This is accomplished through 
fast single-product multiplications, elimination of needless loops and 
precomputations of certain matrix products, and (primarily) by great 
efficiency in the major computational subroutines. As an example, 
on the IBM 360/40 computer three iterations of a fourteenth order 
case took 2.75 minutes of main processor time; such a computation 
involves solution of four Riccati and 1Z state covariance differential 
equations, all of order fourteen, plus the criterion computations of the 
search algorithm. 
B. 	2 Major Subroutines 
A significant portion of the time devoted to this thesis was used 
in writing and debugging computer programs; in addition, several 
standard subroutines were tried and compared on the practical C-5A 
example cited in Section IV, as well as on trial examples. As a by­
product of this research, the author wishes to introduce three sub­
routines which significantly improve computation times over many 
existing schemes for solving commonly-occurring control problems. 
The subroutines are written so that they can be readily incorporated 
into programs of other asers. 
The first subroutine (called STCOV) computes solutions of state 
covariance differential equations with time-invariant parameters; 
the subroutine is written to compute steady-state solutions, but can 
be easily modified to give the solution at any given point in time,, if 
desired. The iterative algorithm was developed by G. Stein of the 
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Honeywell Systems and Research Center* and has been used extensively 
there, but is not widely known. The author's subroutine, written pri­
marily as an exercise, closely parallels those in use, at Honeywell. 
Appendix G.3 contains a description of the algorithm and computer pro­
gram. 
The second subroutine (called POTTER) implements a method 
first described by Potter** for solving the steady-state time-invariant 
Riccati equation. It is well-knownt that knowledge of the steady-state 
solution can be used to convert the differential equation to a state co­
variance form, which may be solved for the full time-varying solution 
via the above program or another scheme. For the time-invariant 
case where steady-state solutions are required, the subroutine de­
scribed in Appendix G.I has been demonstrated to be definitely more 
accurate and faster by a factor of approximately one system order 
than commonly available iterative methods. Such efficiencies result 
from the fact that Potter's method is algebraic rather than iterative. 
The third subroutine (called EVAL) is used to evaluate Fourier 
series for flexure mode shapes, but can be used in more general ap­
plications. Given a set of n functions defined along r axes 
)(J(y.. yr , ... fn(y l . . . y r )) and the Fourier coefficients of the second 
derivatives of the functions along these axes the subroutine provides 
for evaluation of all functions, derivatives, or second derivatives at 
A still faster version of the algorithm has been developed for re­
peated solutions; the original results are given in Ref. 16. 
See Reference 12. 
See Reference 14. 
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any point specified by a co-ordinate value of one of the axes. The ad­
vantages of the program,which is outlined in Appendix G.4, are very 
compact storage of mode shape, slope and slope derivative data, as 
well as rapid access to these quantities at any point on the aircraft. 
A similar algorithm is available for obtaining the requisite Fourier co­
efficients, if these are not accessible to the engineer. 
The remaining major subroutines are less generally applicable. 
They specify the dependence of control forces and responses on con­
trol surface position. These subroutines (GD, GPDP, GPPDPP) are 
documented in Appendix G.2. 
SECTION IV
 




In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed compu­
tational scheme and to obtain insight into the significant factors of the 
surface placement problem, a mathematical trial model of the Lock­
heed C-5A transport aircraft was developed. The model illustrates 
the essential aspects of the problem by inclusion of three signifi­
cant flexure modes and only two ailerons (per wing) for which optimal 
locations are to be determined. 
The reader is cautioned regarding any interpretation he may make 
of the numerical data presented herein; the figures are expected to 
bear at most a casual resemblance to those which might be obtained in 
flight tests. First of all, the data used in developing the model was 
compiled during design of the aircraft--before the transport had ever 
been flown. It is well known among aeronautical engineers that pre­
liminary mathematical model data such as this may differ quite signifi­
cantly from models based on flight test data, especially with regard to 
flexure equations. Secondly, the trial model uses only a fraction of the 
full aircraft model--it does not correct for the effect of coupling to less 
significant structural modes, nor does it include lags for aerodynamic 
lift buildup due to control surface deflections, or for actuator dy­
namics. Finally, the author readily acknowledges that the trial model 
is a one-man effort and no doubt suffers certain deficiencies from the 
fact that he is not an aerodynamicist and coald nct have been perfectly in­
fallible throughout the extensive hand calculations required to compile 
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the final trial model. Qualitative tests have been applied to verify the 
basic behavior characteristics of the model (e.g., sign tests, etc.), 
and the roots for the free-aircraft model do agree quite closely with 
those supplied in the original data base report. The author alone ac­
cepts full responsibility for the validity of the procedures described in 
this section and emphasizes that neither Lockheed nor Honeywell would 
use a model such as this for even trial design studies. 
A. 	 THE SIMPLIFIED VEHICLE MODEL 
The essential features of this model follow closely those de­
scribed in the Data Base Report submitted by Honeywell, Inc. to the 
Lockheed-Georgia Company in its Load Alleviation and Mode Stabili­
zation (LAMS) study of the C-5A. The report uses basic aircraft 
model data supplied by Lockheed in a simulation study of the signifi­
cant structural modes and suggests lower-order models which accurately 
depict the behavior of the vehicle for a given flight condition. Beyond 
this information, the surface location program uses mode shape data 
computed by Lockheed (Case 110500, prepared on 4/7/67) for vertical 
and torsional deflections of the first, third, and sixth symmetric 
structural modes for the given flight condition. 
A. 1 	 Vehicle Geometry and Flight Configuration 
In the notation of Section III.A.I, Figure l,the vehicle geometry 
is specified by the values of y and _yend' plus the sweep angles and 
intersection points of wing and tail (AXANG and AXX) center of pressure 
axes and (EAXANG and EAXX) elastic axes. These values are as fol­
lows: 
- = [60, 277.5, 405.6, 20.3] (inches) 




The center of gravity YCG = 1369.315 inches on the y2 axis and re­
lative to this 
AXX(l) = 220.55 (inches) 
AXX(4) = -1469.51 
EAXX(1) = 166.81 
EAXX(4) = -1464.0 
The angles are 
AXANG(1) = 1.157 (radians) 
AXANG(4) = 1. 163 
EAXANG(1)= 1.230 
EAXANG(4)= 1.163 
The variables for the Y3 body axis (vertical tail) have been omitted, 
since no rudder control is used in the trial model. In short, the wing­
span and length are about 230 feet, with the wings at a sweep of about 
250, making the C-BA the largest aircraft aloft (see Fig. 1 of the 
Introduction). The true center of pressure and elastic axes actually 
bend back slightly about half-way out the wings, but they have been 
approximated as straight lines. 
The flight condition is a low-altitude' cruise with the following 
specifications: 
Gross Weight: 593, 154 lbs. 
True Airspeed: 577 ft./sec. (M=.533) 
Dynamic Pressure: 292 lbs./ft. 2 
Altitude: 10,000 ft. 
The moments of inertia (see Appendix E) are 
x 106 (slug-ft. 21l1 = 30.3 

122 = 28.8 x 106
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= 56.3 x 10
6 
133 
2.1 x 106113 = 
All flaps are in an undeflected position. 
A. 2 Rigid Body Equations 
For the given flight condition the equations of motion decouple 
into longitudinal (x, z, 6) and lateral (y, 0, ) triplets. By defining 
the angle of attack a=±-V 0 where V =577 ft./sec. and the pitch 
rate 0 and noting that all vertical aerodynamic forces and torques 
about the y axis may be expressed as functions of a and 0, one 
finds that Eqs. 13 and 15 of Appendix E further decouple from the 
forward acceleration equation, giving: 
d = fz ()/m (i) 
(b)= k6 (a,6)/Izz (2) 
Thus if one is only interested in pitch and vertical acceleration he 
need only be concerned with two of the six equations of motion due to 
the decoupling of forces and accelerations. Since the most significant 
responses of the vehicle are vertical bending and torsion stresses of 
the wings, and vertical accelerations in the fuselage due to vertical 
gusts, it is sufficient to treat just these two equations in the trial 
model. Because these equations are coupled to the flexure mode ac­
celera-tion equations, further manipulation of the rigid body equations 
(see Section I, Eq. 1) is postponed to the next section. 
A normalization constant , was used to convert b to units of
 
inches so that numerical coefficient values are of uniform size.
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A.3 Flexure Mode Equations 
The original vehicle data includes 30 flexure modes, 15 of which 
are symmetric in y 2 and 15 of which are antisymmetric in y 2. 
Obviously, only the symmetric modes can give rise to vertical and 
pitch accelerations, so only 15 are relevant in light of the preceding 
section. For the trial model to be valuable in terms of insight, it 
was desired to cut the number of modes to a minimum consistent with 
a meaningful flexure control problem, namely three. Fortunately the 
LAMS study had identified the first, third, and sixth modes as the most 
significant contributors to RMS stresses and accelerations. Although 
this predominance was not overwhelming and although all modes ex­
hibited fairly strong intercoupling these modes were seclected. The 
first mode is a pure wing bending mode, while modes three and six 
show coupled wing and fuselage bending, with fore and aft fuselage 
positive for positive wing bending in mode three and negative for 
positive wing bending in mode six. The normal co-ordinates for 
these modes will be denoted T, Tl3, and T 6 (corresponding to the 
11(t) of Section III.A.3 (2)) to avoid confusion with the gust disturb­
ances. 





T 3 T2 





The LAMS report shows that the equations on motion may be written 
in the form 
+M + AoA + Kq + 	F, Ain LnI 7; A? nf n *A) (3) 
n n 
SFgnf__n*Zg} + ZF i.K.* 8.1
 
n gn-n g i-l1
 
where n = index corresponding to lifting surfaces 
i = index corresponding to control surfaces 
th 
Kn = Kussner lift growth function for the n surface 
K n = Wagner lift growth function for n h surface 
Z = vertical gust acceleration g 
8. = control surface deflectionsI 
and (') denotes convolution. The precise details of this model are 
not relevant to the thesis, except to note that On and K n correspond 
to unit-gain first order delays with time constants which represent 
the delay-time for build-up of aerodynamic forces on each lifting sur­
face due to a change in attitude. These delays could be incorporated 
in the states x and x but they were approximated as zero in the 
trial model (this would never be done in practical design models) to 
simplify the system. The matrices may be roughly identified as 
follows: 
M = mass -inertia matrix 
A = matrix corresponding to terms such as V 0 which 
arise due to use of stability axes
 
K = structural restoring forces (elastic modes)
 
Aln = aerodynamic damping forces
 
A2n = aerodynamic linear restoring forces 




Fci = control forces 
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When the Kussner delays are ignored, the equations of motion may be 
written: 
MV£j + LA0o+ Z.A-in)A+(K+ ZAZn)_q Z F {gn* }+Fc 5 (4) 
-n n n 
From this point it is a standard procedure to rearrange the equations 
into state-variable form in x I and x.. Because the control surface 
aerodynamics and actuator dynamics (represented by the Ki) have
 
been ignored, however, the equations take a slightly different form 
than Eqs. 1 and 2 of Section I. 1. 
I]~t Lfl[-x+ [ Lii]+ [yYo)j 'c) (5) 
In this case Y0 corresponds to the (fixed) control surface locations
 
specified in the available model and x4 corresponds to {_bn#Zg} 
A. 4 Control Surfaces
 
The original model used the two large outboard ailerons (see
 
Fig. 1, Introduction), combined inboard spoiler flaps, and combined 
elevator flaps for control. Spoilers are drag-creating flaps on the 
upper wing surface which are usually used for landing but are of some 
value in flexure control. For the trial model, it was decided to keep 
the elevators and spoilers fixed in position and to determine optimal 
locations for two sets of ailerons (in combined mode, of course). 
Thus there is a "significant" location problem, since two 
ailerons, essentially, must be used to control three wing-bending 
modes. Estimating the various parameters for the variable-position 
ailerons is a fairly difficult task which may be resolved by either 
reference to handbooks (e. g., the U. S. Air Force Stability and Con­
trol Handbook) or by asking the question "If an aileron were located 
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at the wing-tip, what would the computer predict its force-coefficients 
to be in terms of the input parameters?" and then using the available 
data to "fit" parameter values. The parameters to be estimated are 
the appropriate elements of the GSTOCK matrix and the section lift 
curve scale factor CLC(l) (see Section III. A.3, paragraph l(a)). The 






where 6sp 1 6a , and 6e are combined spoiler, inboard aileron, 
outboard aileron, and elevator flap deflections (units were converted 
from inches to degrees to make the coefficients of uniform magnitude). 
A. 5 Wind Gust Filter and Gust Aerodynamics 
The trial model uses the well-known Press-Meadows*" wind 
filter and the same Kussner lift-buildup functions that were used in 
the LAMS optimization study of the C-5A. The gust filter has a 
transfer function 
a (s)/(s) = (NF7-L ) (s+Vo/13 L)/(s+V/L) 2 (6,) 
where a = gust "angle of attack" g
 
71 = white noise (E{t(t)} = 0)
 
Press, H., Meadows, M.T., and Hadlock, I., "A Reevaluation of 
Data on Atmospheric Turbulence -and Airplane Gust Loads for Appli­
cation in Spectral Calculation," NACA Report 1272, 1956. 
Honeywell Interoffice Correspondence, April 19, 1968, W. A. 
Glasser to M. A. Bender, "LAMS Optimization Study of the C-5A." 
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V0 = forward velocity (577 ft./sec.) -
L = gust correlation length (1000 ft.) 
s = complex frequency 
In state-vector form this is written as 
+a (t) = (-ZVo/L) a g(t) + P5 (Nr V0/L)71(t ) 
-(V /L)2 a (t) + (V /ZL)Tn(t) 
The aerodynamic lift-buildup effect of a gust striking a surface is the 
sum of two first-order delays with different time constants; the 
delays are represented by P1 and p2 for the wing and p3 and P4 for 
the tail and are all driven by a (t). Hence the gust filter and aero­
dynamics take the form: 
3 =3 2i3 + -c3 ! (7) 








The mean square gust intensity was taken to be 
E{11(t) Z } = 50 (feet/sec)
2 
representing a gust field of moderate intensity. 
A. 6 Sensor Equations 
The sensor configuration chosen for the trial model does not 
correspond to that of the LAMS study but is motivated by the results 
of the optimization studywhich indicated that the optimal controller 
required used as much "lead" as it could get in the filter networks. 
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In order to get this lead and provide some discrimination among the 
modes, the model uses wing tip accelerometers (averaged signal = 
ml), an accelerometer on the nose (m), and a rate gyro at the center 
of gravity (m 3 ). Hence 
ml = ali + (xcG-xWT)bl(O/cI))+cl(al(ywT)l+e 3 (yWT) 3 
+ ry(YWT)6 ) + n12 
m 2 -a 1 g + (xCG-xN)bl(8/p2) + cl(el(xN)Tl + 3 (xN)' 3 + g 6 (XN) 6 ) + 1q3 
m 3 =(0l z 4 
whe re 
aI, b, c1 = conversion factors (such that m, mi2 are in g's) 
XWT = distance from nose to wing tip along the fuselage 
x CG = distance from nose to center of gravity along the 
fuselage 
xN = 0 (position of nose on the fuselage) 
a1 3. 6 = mode shapes of first, third and sixth modes 
evaluated at sensor locations. 
= conversion factor (see rigid body equations) 
'13]3' 14 = sensor noise for wing accelerometer, nose ac­
celerometer, and rate gyro, respectively. 
By means of the state equations (5) it is possible to express the sensor 
signals in terms of x, x2 , x 4 , the controls c, and- 11., il3 , and 114" 
In keeping with the comment on Eq. 6 of Section I-B, "it is assumed 
that the measured signals have been modified by subtracting out the 
known contributions of the control c. The variables 'qZ' 13' and 14 
are obstensibly (white) sensor noise, but are usually magnified in 
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order to account for modelling uncertainty. For the trial model, 1? 
13, and 114 were assumed to have RMS values of .02, giving a signal/ 
noise ratio very roughly on the order of unity. One could argue the 
merits of increasing these values still further. So the sensor 
equations may be summarized as: 
+ + 4 +m = x, 2 -A Z _n (9) 
i] M2where Irnn=m and 2 
A. 7 Response Equations 
sponses In1(A i) are shown on Fig. I of the Introduction. 
There are 
two stress locations each on the wing and body and one on the hori­
zontal tail root. The structural significance of these locations is 
readily understood from the diagram. There is one acceleration re­
sponse at the pilot's station and two in the cargo bay; the fourth 
location is included to minimize flexing of the tail segment. These 




I+ Z Nport the bending momentf X Kequations are given as:
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* j } + Z N Z
-
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1 1 
Corrected to eliminate control signal contributions (see comments 
under the "Control Problem" paragraph of Section I. B). 
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The variables are defined as in Eq. 3, and 
b = [b b bv? b'I b 3 b 4 b v 5 
the numerical subscripts following those on the stress locations in 
Fig. 1, with "v" denoting the vertical and "c" the chordwise 
moment contributions. Using the approximations in Section IV. A. 2 
these equations may be rewritten as 
b =I" + (TNn) + (N 2 n )_+Fk x 4 + F k.5 (11) 
n n n I 
The stresses at each point are linear combinations of the bending 
moments, thus 
s = Kb s= Is s2 s3 s4 s (12) 
where K depends on structural parameters of the vehicle. The ac­
celeration response equations are constructed in precisely the same 
way that accelerometer signals were constructed in the previous 
section, yielding 
a = [a 1 a2 a 3 a 4 ]' 
as a function of x, x 2 , x 4 and c. Hence the response equations 
may be written as 
L = ElxI + IHxz + H 4 x 4 + D(y _)c (13) 
corresponding to Eq. 7, Section I.B (with F5=O) Again, the param­
eters of D correspond to the fixed surface locations of the LAMS 
. 
model and the parameters of the variable-location model must be com­
puted by a technique similar to that outlined in Section IV.A.3. 
A. 8 Summary 
Combining Eqs. 5, 7, 8, 9 and 13 the complete system can be 
written as: 
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xF 1 L -lV'0 -1 " [_.] 0 0 _ AI 
-z = Z -z -z - 2 + ) + '(x+ 0 0 
4 [ E4 -­4 3 0 0 
3 Q 3 -4. -3-0 
or 
A = Fx + G(y ) u + C (14) 
with n = [A 1 A 2 A 4 0] x+[O ]3 --- Ax+ B M (15) 
and r= [H 1 H 2 H4 0]x+_D()c-fLx+D(y)u (16) 
The numerical values for the coefficient matrices are given in Ap­
pendix H. From the above discussion, the covariance matrix for the 





-0 0 01 
The weighting matrix, Q, for the criterion function gives a weight of 
unity to all responses but sz (on the wing) and a, (near the center of 
gravity) which were weighted at ten. It was anticipated that, in view of 
the mode shape data, sZ would be especially likely to pick up stresses 
due to bending modes, while a2 would pick up primarily modal ac­
cele rations. 
The mathematical model formulated in Section II, it should be 
noted, does not precisely correspond with this one, due to the neglect 
of actuator delays and control surface aerodynamics. In this model 
F and H are independent of _y, while G depends on y. This fact does 
not affect the form of the answers for the estimation and control 
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problems, but it does change the variational equations. For this 
system the variational equations (corresponding to Eqs. 26-29 of 
Section II.D) become: 
Jli = -TR[S 11(FX+ XF' + C NC')] (15) 
=32 ij ? TR [ -I j D 'Q D Kli _(_ 1I _Sl +_G' i +G_OISl ( 16) 
AA 
+ .DjQ(I +D K) + D'Q DjK)X
ii- -- D1 .K)X] 
(F + GK)'Sli + Sli(-+G _'S+ _iQ(-H+DK))+LSgli+(-+D_)'Dl)K= 0 
(17) 
Kli = -(D'QD)-I (DiQDK+D'QD K+D IQH+GIS+G'S (18)iil i- _lji 3 rg1-IF -1l1 
These were the equations implemented in solving the surface location 
problem for the trial model. 
B. OPTIMIZATION RESULTS 
The general purposes of this section are two-fold: (1) to answer 
the question posed in the introduction, i.e., how much performance 
improvement can be achieved by choosing surface locations optimally, 
and (2) to point out aspects of the results which will be useful in formu­
lating the strategy of the next chapter. Of course all results are 
stated in terms of the behavior of the trial model of the C-5A de­
scribed in the preceding section,: to the extent that this aircraft is 
typical, the conclusions can be generalized. Because flexure contri­
butions to responses are very significant, one may presume that 
flexure control and hence surface location become more important as 
the number of significant elastic modes increases--i.e., the more 
flexible the vehicle. Surface location could thus be considered a 
more important problem on very flexible aircraft such as the B-52 
and less significant (except from the standpoint of passenger comfort) 
on most of the smaller commercial craft. Although a detailed analysis 
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of the assertion is beyond the scope of this thesis, one may also pre­
sume (to the extent that structure physics remain linear) that surface 
location becomes perhaps crucially important in extreme flight con­
ditions, where flexure modes (if uncontrolled) may become critically 
unstable due to nonlinear aerodynamic effects. 
B.. 1 Sigpificance of the Control Surface Placement Problem 
The first problem to be adressed is the evaluation of the signi­
ficance of surface placement itself. In order to evaluate roughly the, 
influence that location has on the performance criterion, the root 
mean square values of some of the state variables and the perform­
ance index J(y) is given for some sample locations in Table 1. 
Figure 1 displays the positions graphically--the twelve cases span the 
possible domain of values for yl and y 2 fairly well. 
The first case differs from the others in that it represents a 
nonoptimal control system for the given values of yI and y 2. The 
suboptimal controller was generated as a result of a programming 
error but happened to be a useful case for comparison; Note that this 
controller does far better than any of the flexure controllers insofar 
as it controls vertical velocity very tightly; it also happens to con­
trol the variables x. through x 6 as well as--if not better than--the 
optimal controllers. The nonoptimal controller does much worse 
than the others in controlling the sixth mode (x 7 and x 8). The 
weighting matrix given in the previous section, however, has been 
chosen to weight heavily those responses due primarily to mode six 
(from the mode shape diagrams of Appendix I, one sees that mode six 
is most significant at stress location two and acceleration station two). 
Indeed the value of J(x) for Case I is 50 times as great as for the 
Table 1 
Significance of Flexure Control 
CASE: 
LOCATIONS: 
I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI XII 
Y * 473.3 400.0 274.1 297.1 473.3 440.0 382.8 330.4 473.3 659.0 777.7 855.4 
Y2 886.5 800.0 874.1 697.1 886.5 953.3 996.1 1044.0 886.5 1077.0 1163.0 1235.0 
STANDARD DEVIATION OF: 
x12.081 54,21 54.95 52.24 55.33 55.47 55.99 56.06 49.98 51.90 53.02 53.81 
x2 .1921 .2060 .1660 .2940 .1609 .1471 .1484 .1496 .2675 .2621 .2480 .2347 
x 3 1.227 1.681 1.706 1.557 1.660 1.604 1.657 1.643 3.309 2.479 1.774 1.621 
x 4 1.009 .2939 .3363 .2407 .3467 .4040 .4239 .4541 .4122 .2212 .2225 .2465 
x 5 1.067 1.392 1.396 1.316 1.356 1.285 1.362 1.337 .7868 .8781 1.051 1.114 
x6 .9043 .2183 .2103 .2062 .2049 .1903 ,2012 .1976 .0586 .1157 .1418 .1555 
x 7 9.543 .8079 .8353 .7530 .8586 .8764 .8912 .9033 .7547 .8993 .8971 .8961 








x 1 = 
x 2 = 
971.4 27.369 28.110 25.861 28.469 28.949 29. 621 30.065 
OF STATES AND VARIABLES: 
position of inboard aileron (inches) 
position of outboard aileron (inches) 
vertical velocity with respect to stability axes (inches/sec.) 
pitch rate (degrees/sec.) 







deflection of mode 
velocity of mode 1 




x 6 = velocity of mode 3 (inches/sec.) 
x 7 = deflection of mode 6 (inches) 
x 8 = velocity of mode 6 (inches/sec.) 
J(x-) = TR[S(.y)(.FX+ XF' + CNC')] 
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optimal controllers, demonstrating the value of optimal flexure con­
trol per se'. Having demonstrated the merits of optimal control, it 
is worthwhile to ask how much optimal performance may be improved 
by paying attention to control surface locations. As a measure of 
the effect of surface locations on optimal performance, one can take 
the ratio of some variables from the worst case (VIII) to the best 





Worst and Best Cases
 
Variable x1 x 2 x 3 x 4 x 5 x 6 x 7 x 8 
Ratio 1.072 .505 1.055 1.886 1.015 .958 1.200 1.274 1.162 
Taken together, variables x 7, x 8 and the criterion 5 seem to indi­
cate a potential improvement of about 20 percent in the performance 
of the optimal controller due to optimal positioning of the control sur­
faces." There is, of course, no guarantee that surface positioning 
will be more or less successful than this estimate with respect to 
any other criteron. On the basis of intuition, it seems likely that 
optimal surface location will yield a significant performance improve­
ment in cases where the criterion emphasizes a number of modes not 
too much greater than the number of control surfaces. A comparison 
of cases I, IV and VIII, for example, indicates that if Q were chosen 
to weight x 1 and x 2 more heavily (say by letting 0(6,6) = 10., 
Note that the "worst" locations of Case VIII do not appear at all
 
unreasonable upon cursory surveillance of the aircraft.
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weighting the pilot's acelleration) control surface positioning might 
be less effective than in the above instance. Pitch rate (x2 ) control, 
especially, seems to experience a trade-off with control of the sixth 
mode. The trade-off in pitch rate appears to involve the last few 
"ounces" of improvement for the original criterion, whereas the 
trade-off between vertical velocity and control of mode six seems to 
occur on a large scale (compare I and IV), except for the last degree 
of improvement, when the goals become complementary., 
In the interest of practical application, a detailed discussion of 
the philosophy of choosing quadratic weights would be very valuable 
at this point, but the subject is far too large and intricate to be 
treated in this document. Two general conclusions, however, may 
be drawn from the C-5A results. First, there exist some applications 
and some reasonable performance criteria for which optimal surface 
locations yield a significant performance improvement. Secondly, 
such performance criteria will tend to emphasize responses (especially 
stresses) which are closely related to a limited number of flexure 
modes (i.e., a number not too much greater than the number of con­
trol surfaces). This second point is utilized in Section V. 
B.2 Analysis of Results for the C-5A Trial Model 
The analysis of this subsection is directed toward the identifi­
cation of significant trends which emerge from the computer results 
rather than a precise description of the detailed performance of the 
optimally-controlled aircraft. Publication of detailed results serves 
no purpose because neither the vehicle model, the criterion, nor the 
performance accurately represents the true aircraft. Instead, there 
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is an attempt to evaluate the search procedure and to find indications 
of the "strategy" of the optimal controller. 
The Newton-Raphson search procedure did not prove to be very 
effective, since the "neighborhood" of the minimum appeared to be 
too small for the positive semidefiniteness of the second criterion 
variation to be attained. Although some of the locations approached 
this condition quite closely, both roots of J2 never actually entered 
the right half plane together, so a gradient method had to be used. 
The failure of J-2 to become positive definite could indicate (1) very 
sharply localized minima, (2) a very "bumpy" criterion with many 
local minima, (3) a saddle point, and/or (4) boundary extrema. A 
detailed analysis of the results seems to indicate (3) in one region and 
(4) in a second region (see Fig. 1). If one visualizes J(y 1 ,y 2 ) as a 
surface over Fig. 1, cases I-IV tend to indicate a "valley" leading 
to a (inverted) saddle point, while cases IX-XII point to a boundary 
extremum. These results are not inconsistent, as both give local 
minima. 
Search results indeed demonstrate this trend, as depicted in 
Fig. 2. Contrast runs one and three. The first run starts at (400, 800) 
and the inboard aileron moves further toward the fuselage, causing a 
decrease in the criterion. The third run begins at (473,886) and both 
ailerons move outboard until the outermost one reaches the end of the 
wing. 
Although the two runs were made with slightly different computer 
programs (run three, from a Honeywell computer, uses longer 
Fourier series for the mode shapes than run one, from the IBM sys­
tem at M.I.T.), they accurately demonstrate the initialization 
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problem involved. The initialization points happened to lie near a 
local maximum of the criterion and hence the ailerons could "slide 
down" either side of the hill, which they did. Reference to Table 1, 
incidentally, indicates that the minimum -of run 1 is probably lower 
than the boundary extremum of run 3." 
Thus the initialization problem can cause severe consequences. 
The only way to avoid this problem is to develop some effective 
strategy for making a good estimate of initial locations . Not only 
should such a strategy help to locate global minima, but is should 
also bring the program into a region of positive definite J much 
more rapidly than a random search. 
If one recognizes that the objective of the optimal controller is 
primarily control of the sixth mode, the surface placement strategies 
for the trial model should be fairly evident from the mode shapes, 
which are also shown in Fig. 2. Evidently, the two options are (1) use 
the ailerons to exert a force couple at locations 200 and 800 or else 
(2) exert the couple of forces at about 800 and 1300. One might even 
be led to suspect the superiority of locations 200 and 800, since forces 
at these locations are less likely to excite the other modes of vi­
bration than a force couple at the end of the wing. In general, how­
ever, as the number of significant modes and the number of control 
surfaces increases, the optimal strategy will become less and less 
evident on intuitive grounds. The different frequencies of the various 
modes and the varying degrees to which the gusts excite each mode 
will 	confound any simple theory based on mode shapes alone. 
Due to a programming error, run 2 had a reversed sign on the 
gradient search and should be read backwards to indicate proper 
behavior of the program. Viewing this run as a lead-in to run 3, 




If one were designing a suboptimal controller to "do the job" 
within loose constraints, it might be possible to form some crude 
generalizations about the manner in which various modes might be 
controlled and to go on to invent a "pure" strategy based only on 
evident principles (e.g., location of surfaces near mode shape maxima 
in a way such as to achieve an ability to discriminate in control of 
various modes). When one is designing optimal controllers, however, 
the considerations can be quite different from those involved in a 
rough guess. Note, for instance, how the rigid body variables xI 
and x. radically changed roles between the "rough guess" and "final 
ounce" in the C-5A example. At the "rough guess" stage behavior of 
x I was very loosely constrained, while control of pitch rate, x 2 was 
more tightly constrained; at the "final ounce" stage, better control 
of x1 tended to closely coincide with reductions in J, while control 
of was in actual conflict with the reduction of J. Because flexurex 2 
control itself is a rather "fine tuning" sort of problem (as opposed to 
rigid body control), the optimal strategy must depend heavily on the 
exact nature of the criterion, or at very least on the effect of the 
gains generated by the criterion. There is still hope, however, of 
devising a strategy based on one (or a very few) solution(s) of the 
optimal control problem for a given criterion--a strategy which 
avoids the costly and difficult search procedure. The remainder of 
the thesis is directed toward development of such a strategy. 
In order for a placement strategy to be applicable, consideration 
must be limited to a reasonable number of flexure modes, since the 
analysis must obviously have something to do with the mode shapes. 
A diagram of the migration of the roots for the optimally-controlled 
C-5A model indicates why this is likely (see Fig. 3). The optimal 
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considerably and also modes one and three. The important reduction 
of mode six responses, however, was accomplished almost as much 
by a frequency shift as by simple damping. At the higher frequency, 
less energy is put directly into the mode since both the gust cor­
relation filter and the Kussner delays act as low-pass filters. As­
suming that structural coupling of the modes is not dominant in the 
aircraft physics or aerodynamics, the effect of higher frequency 
modes cannot be strong, because a limited amount of energy is 
coupled into them by the wind gusts. 
As evidenced by the discussion above, most of the behavior of 
the search program for the C-5A trial model can be explained by 
direct reference to the flexure physics, so no note has been made of 
the actual values of the criterion variations. For reference purposes, 
the first variations for cases two through twelve are given in Table 3. 
Minimization of the first variation of the criterion (provided 
that second variation conditions are satisfied) is the true mathematical 
goal of the solution technique. In higher order problems, one is 
forced to rely increasingly on mode slopes rather than the mode 
shapes themselves, because mode slopes (upon which Jl depends) 
give a better picture of the trade-offs between different locations. Be­
cause it yields equations (i.e., Ji = 0) rather than the inequalities 
of global investigations, the strategy of driving -J to zero seems a 
good one to pursue. This approach also gives rise to a well-defined 
surface location procedure for the general case, as shown in Section V. 
One final trend in the results of the C-5A study is worthy of note. 
Once one of the two basic control strategies had been chosen;, the 
optimal costate matrix S and the optimal gains changed relatively 
Table 3 
First Variations of the Criterion 
CASE NUMBER: 
II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X. XI XII 
AILERON LOCATIONS: 
Yl 400.0 274.1 
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-.009937 -.02761 -.03457 




little as the search procedure progressed. The greatest variations 
appeared in the G0 (y) matrix and in the state covariance, although 
(see Table 1) even the state covariance did not change radically. 
These results of the C-5A example are perhaps the most important 
facts to note in developing a surface placement strategy. 
SECTION V
 
A CONTROL SURFACE LOCATION STRATEGY
 
The apparent complexity of the surface placement problem is the 
basic impediment to its solution. A wind gust strikes the aircraft, 
exciting both the rigid body and its elastic modes. The energy im­
parted to the vehicle is dissipated through aerodynamic damping, 
structural damping, and transfer (via mode-coupling) to high frequency 
modes. The relationship between these forms of excitation and dissi­
pation is very complex. The object of flexure control, generally, is 
to minimize the amount of energy dissipated in structural damping 
(since structural damping is ultimately a result of the heating and 
friction which occurs when the vehicle is deformed), especially at 
certain critical points on the aircraft, as this energy dissipation 
eventually gives rise to dangerous elastic fatigue. The optimal con­
troller must disperse the gust energy in a way such as to avoid dissi­
pation at these critical points. It can accomplish this (1) by "antici­
pating" the gusts and keeping the aircraft in such a position that it 
absorbs the least gust energy, (Z) by dissipating the energy in the 
viscous air flow (e.g., spoilers or rigid body motion), or (3) by forcing 
the energy into elastic modes giving rise to noncritical responses. The 
C-BA flexure controller does all of these. The trade-offs involved in 
these forms of dissipation are very difficult to quantify. 
In order to solve the surface placement problem by a process in­
volving less work (and more insight) than an iterative computer simu­
lation of the aircraft, one must simplify the problem so that the 
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fundamentals are bared. The physics are simplified in Section V.A. 
Secondly, one must simplify the mathematics, since some ability to 
evaluate solutions globally is desirable, while it is impossible to 
carry the explicit 1 -dependence of all matrices through the entire 
problem. This is accomplished in Section V.B. Finally, it is neces­
sary to display the alternatives in such a way that they are easy to 
evaluate, a task carried through in Section V.C. A demonstration of 
the strategy for the C-5A is given in the concluding subsection. 
A. SIMPLIFICATION OF STRUCTURE PHYSICS 
The following simplifications of the problem are introduced at 
this point:* 
(1) Assume point forces with magnitude independent of location, 
i.e., use section lift curves CL.(Yi) = CONSTANT. (See curve (a), 
Fig. 5, of Section III.A. 3). 
(Z) Linearize expressions for all rigid body moment arms. 
(3) Assume only stress (or stress rate) responses are to be 
used, so that the D matrix becomes independent of y, and D =, 
D_2 for all ij = I.. y. on thenij =0 . Actually any responses depending 
state x and not on k are permissible. 
(4) Neglect actuator dynamics and use the equations presented 
for the trial model (Section IV.A. 8, Eqs. 14-18). This assumption is 
not essential, but merely simplifies many of the variational equations. 
Now consider the effects embodied in the G(yf) matrix. First, 
there are the forcing functions for the mode accelerations. Using 
Assumptions (3) and (4) are readily discarded, while assumption (1) 
may be relaxed by multiplying all mode shapes by CL(-y) and adding 
some other minor modifications 
- 0 
assumption (1) these may be written (see Eq. 15, Section III.A.3): 
9 
I c[ij (yj) + d(yj)4(yi)] 5j (1) 
Y i=l 
where ci = CL/(Mi/i) is independent of yi. In the spirit of the 
summary of Section III, a shorthand notation for the elements of the 
G matrix is now introduced. Each element is denoted by G(EQ; s), 
where EQ is a symbol describing the force equation and s is a sym­
bol denoting the type of control surface. Using this notation, the co­
efficients corresponding to (1) may be written as 
G(i, j) = cij(i(y.) + d(yj)4i(Yj)) (2) 
It is also advantageous (in light of assumption (3)) to define the modified­
mode shap , Pi(y), as follows: 
Pi(y) - i(y) + d(y)4i(y) (3) 
With the convention that 
Po(y) = y (4) 
Thus (2) becomes 
G('i, j) = cij i(y) (5) 
One can similarly write the rigid body forcing terms as 
NI 









Multiplication by 6, the i t h surface deflection, occurs when G(y) 
is multiplied by u, the vector of control settings. 
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k t h where k = rigid body acceleration (e.g., "ikz,4,6) 
gkj = constant terms (e.g., CL.(yj) = CLk in the 
F equation) 
cki j = coefficient of i
t h mode acceleration due to jth 
control surface in mode acceleration pick-up of 
kt h rigid body equation 
Cko j = moment arm coefficent of jth control surface 
The evident course is now to define a matrix B(_y), to be dis­
tinguished from the constant B matrix of the sensor equations, whose 
(i, j)th entry is 
[L3(y)] ij = Pi(Y) (7) 
where 
i= 0, ... ,NI 
S1 .... ny 
Finally, the G(y) matrix may be written as 
G(y) = Go+ GIB(y) (8) 
G is a constant matrix containing terms such as gkj of Eq. 6 and 
also force coefficients for surfaces which are fixed in position. The G 
matrix contains the coefficients cij of (5) and cki j of (6). 
With this notation it is also easy to represent the derivatives of 
G with respect to yj, P_: 
BG(y) 8B(x) 
-Gl ay.j By.G 51 = (9) 
Note, however, that only the j thcolumn, b., of B(y) depends on yj, 
so Bj has only the jth column, 8bj/8yj, nonzero. This fact motivates 
the shorthand notation: 
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(Y-) = .91 BJ(Y ) (10) 
where the ith column of GI(y) contains the nonzero entries of Gli, and 
thcolumn of B__B(y) contains the nonzero entries of Blj, i.e. 
81i (1Y 
[ (-fl]ij 
 = ay j 




and (y.) 1 i=O
 
B is simply a matrix of the modified mode slopes evaluated at the 
various surface locations. 
Thus there exists s relatively simple expression for both the 
explicit x-dependence of G( 1 ) and the y-dependence of its first 
derivatives Gj(y). Furthermore, due to assumption (3), this com­
prises the entire y-dependence of the problem. 
B. SIMPLIFICATION OF MATHEMATICS 
In the best possible situation, one would hope to be able to obtain 
an explicit expression for T(_y) in terms of y itself, or in terms, say, 
of the mode shapes. It will be shown that this is not feasible. The 
next best situation would be to obtain the first variations of J(x) as 
explicit functions of the normal modes. Provided that one is willing 
to make a few approximations, it will be shown that this is possible 
(although the optimal control problem must be solved at least once). 
Furthermore, the requisite expressions for j_4ix(y), i- 1.l...y, are 




First consider the problem of obtaining an explicit expression 
for 5(y). The most promising expression for "(y) is given in Ap­
pendix D: 
"(y) = TR[S(y) (FX+ XF' + CNC')] (12) 
This expression is promising because the matrix (FX+XF'+CNC') is 
independent of ir and depends only on the results of the state esti­
mation problem, which can be solved independently of y . The costate 
matrix S(y), in addition, is the best one could hope for, in that K(y) 
A 
and X(_y) are derived from it, and would necessarily be more compli-
A 
cated functions of y (i.e., R(y) involves G'(yLS(y) and X(y) in­
volves G(_y)K(y)). Unfortunately, however, S(y) is a solution of the 
Riccati equation 
(F-G(y)(D'QD)-iD'QH) 'S(y)+ S(y)(F -G(yJ(D'QD)- D'QH) (13) 
-_s()_g(x)(R'QD)-lG'(y)q(y)+H'(Q-QD(p'QD)-lD'Q)_H = 0 
The third term of this equation involves, effectively, the product 
_G(y)G'(y), which is a thorough mixture of mode shapes, moment arms, 
constants, and every combination of these three multiplied together. 
There is virtually no -hope of carrying any "bookkeeping" procedure on 
the mode shapes through the solution of the Riccati equation. The linear 
equations which give bounds on the solution of the Riccati equation might 
yield relatively simple expressions in the mode shapes, but the bound­
ing solutions are known to be very poor. Thus there appears to be 
very little hope of finding the criterion as an explicit function of y, 
other than mapping it tediously, point by point. 
The next alternative is to seek the variations of the criterion as 
'functions of y. One might well ask why this should offer any more 
hope than the evaluation of the criterion itself, as the first variations 
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have been seen to involve at least the solution of the control problem 
at each location, which is just the task that led to difficulties above, 
due to the squared terms in G( 1 )G'(y). Some justification for using 
the first variation of the criterion can be derived from this very fact. 
Differentiation of the product terms can yield only: 
(1) zero 
(2) mode shapes 
(3) mode slopes 
(4) products of mode shapes and mode slopes 
But if the mode slpes are sufficiently strong functions of x as op­
posed to the mode shapes, one may well be able to justify using some 
nominal values in place of the mode shapes, and thinking of the first 
variations as nearly valid in a relatively large neighborhood of these 
nominal values. This argument, admittedly, is heuristic; neverthe­
less, it does motivate an avenue of approach. 
The most obvious expressions for the first variations are derived 
directly from (IZ) above, i.e., 
1i=TR[ (x)(FX+ 2F' + ONC')], i=l. .. y (14) 
The difficulty with these expressions, however, is that the matrices 
_i(yf) are solutions of the state covariance type of equation given in 
Section IV, Eq. 17. Although the functions Sli(y) do have a linear 
dependence on the mode slopes, as can be seen by examining the row 
operations used in an algebraic solution of the system of equations, a 
great deal of "bookkeeping" is involved, and this motivates one to look 
for a more useful representation of J1(y). Such an expression actually 
exists: 
J(_y) = TR[S FX+ XF' + CNC')] 
-ZTR[S(Y)LF+ GY) _K(Y-)) X(Y1 )] (15) 
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Using the equations of Appendices B and C, modified for the f­
dependence in the trial model equations, one finds that (foi Dli =0), 
it is possible to write 
~)=ZTRLS (If) _li A _K)(y)] (16) 
C. THE SURFACE LOCATION STRATEGY 
In the spirit of the preceding discussion, one expects that the 
approximation 
li(y) = ZTRS(xfo) Gli(if) K(Yo) X(1 _)] (17) 
will be nearly valid in a relatively large region around y 0 . The opti­
mal control results of Section IV. B indeed indicate what sort of a 
region this will be. The C-5A study indicated two distinct control 
strategies, one using a force couple near the fuselage and another 
using a couple near the wing tips. In the yI, y 2 plane, these strategies 
yielded optimal locations which were widely separated, and control 
laws which differed significantly between but not within the region of 
each strategy. Thus in the general case, one is prompted to think in 
terms of "regions" where different basic strategies prevail, the 
boundaries of these regions being (essentially) determined by the 
character of the weighting matrix, Q. As the number of modes or 
the number of control surfaces becomes greater, and/or the weighting 
of the modes implicit in Q becomes more evenhanded, the number 
of "regions" is likely to increase. One anticipates that an expression 
such as (17) will be nearly valid within the "region" of _y, and per­
haps somewhat beyond, with luck. 
Within each region, however, i 1(y) has become fairly easy to 
evaluate explicitly, since, according to (9), G1 . contains simple 
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linear terms in the modified mode slopes. It is a very easy matter to 
write a computer program which does the bookkeeping involved in 
evaluating (17). The expressions for the ij(x) will be of the form: 
NI 
j 11i() = i() = a ij(8P (y)/yi); a.j = aij( o )  	 (18) 
j=0 
Following the heuristic notation of (10), one may write 
_l(y) = ZTRS(bo)GIBI() K(x o)X (Y )] (19) 
In summary, the following search strategy promises consider­
ably more insight and more rapid convergence on a globally optimal 
set of control surface locations than a "blind" gradient (or Newton-
Raphs on) search: 
(1) Choose a reasonable initial set of surface locations, y 0, 
based, if possible, on a best guess of what the optimal controller will 
attempt to accomplish in view of the weighting matrix Q. 
(2) Solve the optimal control problem for S(y 0), _L(Y0 ) and 
A 
_X(0o) , as given in Appendix B. 
(3) Evaluate Jli(y) according to (17) above. 
(4) Using these functions, determine if y appears to lie in 
a 	large region where J-1 can be nearly driven to zero; if so 
1 
(a) 	 Choose a new set of locations y and proceed with a 
IImodified Newton-Raphson search (or call the answer); if not 
(b) Determine the boundaries of the region near y and 
make an educated guess at 1 on the basis of J l(Yo). 
A similar expression for J2 (y) can be derived if desired. 
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(5) If 4(a) is true, return to (2) and proceed with a more exact 
Iocal search; if 4(b) is true, repeat (2) -(4) in order to identify a 
better "region." 
D. 	 DEMONSTRATION OF THE SURFACE LOCATION STRATEGY 
The above steps have been carried out for the locations 
Yo= [297.1, 697.1]' of Case IV, Section IV.B. For the G(y) matrix: 




=G(' /( Z, j ) F, (-3.25g'(yG)/@i- ZZM(i))(Yj)
 
i= , 3,6 i
 
+ (.791 x 10-4/pz)yj
 
G(V i , j) = (-3.25/ZZM(i))3i(yj) i=1,3,6 
Inserting the relevant constants and taking the partial derivatives with 
respectto yl and y2(j=1,2), one obtains G,(y): 
G(6 ,j) =11. 153pl(yj)-.96123;(yj)-1.691 ;(y)
 
G 1,j) = +.1304+ 16.0853(y j )+6.5543 ( y j ) 4.3894





G1(%6 ,j) = -6.959 (y) 
These equations are readily cast into the form of Eq. 10. Using the 
computer results for S(xo) K0 ) and X(y 0 ) and evaluating the ex­
pressions (17), one obtains 
-. 1065 Plj(yl)+ .06489P3(yl)+ .4337 6(yl) + .02826 
(J-)'?= -4.1398P (y)+ 1.5120j3(y)+.79705j4,(y 2 ) -. 03849 
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The actual locations for case IV are denoted by (yf, y); the 
1 2gradient method generated a new set of locations (yl, y2 ) which are 
shown in Fig. 2. According to the proposed surface location strategy, 
the optimal locations should be (y1 , y) of Fig. 3, although some com­
ments on these locations are in order. The first fact of note is that 
the bias terms (due to rigid body effects) are too large to allow the 
condition JI=0 to be met for any y . This possibly indicates a model­
ling error in one of the force coefficients, a problem which would have 
otherwise been very difficult to identify. Note that if one were to as­
sume for the minute that rigid bodytorque are in effects were negligible, 
these biases would become zero, yielding optimallocations y1l - 280 
or 480 and y 2 = 1060, which appear quite reasonable. Secondly, 
note the indication of the "regions". Beyond y,1 600, (Jl)l blows up, 
indicating a likelihood that (J,) has passed out of its region of validity 
(indeed, for the other strategy, the optimization results indicate 
yI> 600 as in case XII). Similarly, one observes that in the region 
of validity (y 2 for y2, () )y) experiences a maximum.2 This 
clearly indicates that y. is near a barrier between regions and that 
the behavior of the criterion may change considerably as y 2 is 
varied. These notions indicate the sort of global insight one might 
anticipate from the proposed scheme. Evidently, human cleverness 
has a considerable role to play here. 
SECTION VI
 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
 
Many possibilities for future research into both mathematics and 
physics have been indicated throughout this work. Promising compu­
tational methods give some hope of making formerly intractable prob­
lems mere exercises in linear algebra. 
First, some basic investigations for distributed systems are in 
order. Some general convergence proofs must be developed in order 
that consideration of a limited number of flexure modes has rigorous 
justification. The energy considerations mentioned in the introduction 
to Section V, plus a bound on the amount of coupling between flexure 
modes should (with difficulty) establish this result. 
Next, a formalism must be developed in order to enable one to 
optimize on number as well as location of control surfaces. In this 
thesis, the number of surfaces is tacitly assumed to be prespecified. 
The form of the system might be generalized to allow sensor 
locations as free variables, in addition to control surface locations. 
In this event, decoupling of the estimation problem from the other 
phases of solution can no longer be accomplished, although use of 
optimal estimators may simplify the variational problem as it did in 
Section II. 
More application-o-riented research is definitely needed in the 
area of search techniques. The proposed search strategy should be 
fully investigated, as it offers some hope of being useful in obtaining 
global solutions. The current data is too scanty to allow adequate 




Finally, there is the problem of simplifying the physics. Be­
cause a great number of physical systems can be put into the form of 
the elasticity equations for the aircraft, a vigorous attempt should be 
made, in the spirit of Section V. A to obtain explicit general solutions 
location problem.,for the distributed-force control problem and sensor 
Tensor notation, plus use of the close analogy between equations in 
space and time appear to be essential ingredients in the solution of 
these problems. 
Research along these lines has recently been carried out. See 
Greenberg, S., Optimal Pointwise Feedback Control of Distributed 
Parameter Systems, Doctoral Dissertation, Massachusetts Institute 





The basic physical relationships involved in control of a flexible 
aircraft disturbed by random wind gusts were used in formulating the 
surface location problem as one in optimal control of a distributed 
system, using a limited number of point-force controllers. The three 
phases of this problem--estimation, control, and surface placement-­
were then solved by means of the matrix minimum principle and the 
calculus of variations. The variational equations were greatly simpli­
fied and the order of the problem considerably reduced by the use of 
optimal controllers at each stage in the search for optimal surface 
locations . These simplifications, plus advanced computational tech­
niques made the general solution of the problen practically feasible. 
Aircraft physics had to be investigated in great detail in order 
to obtain general equations expressing the distributed nature of the 
system exactly. A computer program was written which stored these 
equations and used them in solving the surface location problem for 
a general aircraft. 
This program was tested on a fourteenth order model of the 
Lockheed C-SA transport aircraft. As a guide for future applications, 
the derivation of the model parameters was carried through explicitly. 
The results of the optimization study were then analyzed in an at­




A simple practical strategy was developed for systems with 
stress and stress rate responses and slightly simplified physics, This 
strategy, which was also verified for the C-5A model, has the two 
major advantages of (1) insight into the tradeoffs involved in surface 
location, and (Z) partial insight into global solutions. 
The major contributions of this thesis are (1) a computationally 
feasible general solution to the surface placement problem, (2) a 
practical application of optimal flexure control to a trial model of the 
C-5A transport, (3) implementation of efficient computational tech­
niques for solving state covariance and Riccati equations, and (4) 
recognition of the nature of the optimal solutions and presentation of 
a search strategy which makes use of the basic aircraft flexure physics, 
APPENDIX A
 
DETERMINISTIC FORMULATION OF THE PLACEMENT. PROBLEM 
The state and state estimate differential equations are: 
" = Fx+ GKx+ Cn 
4x = (F+Gg +L( -AP) 
= (F+ GK- + LAx+ LBn 
Defining z = Ix, 2] ', write 
G 2-
The associated covariance differential equation is: 
Z F+ Z+ z= CNC where
-2- -- 2? -2-?­
z2=E' = E{4}xl E{~4] [}
EE{5
A' E f 'J} L 
using the orthogonal projection lemma of Kalman. Extracting the X 
equation, 
X = FX + Gt+ XF' + (Gl 
' + CNC (1) 
= (F+ GK)X+X(F+ GK)'+ CNC' - GKX - X K'G' (2) 
N A 
= (F+_GK)_X+X(F+GK)'+FX+XF'+CNC' (3) 
E{xx'} 2 
_ 
since X = E{(+ ('+')} E2C_'}+E L '} = + 
Similarly, = X+X , so 





Of these four formulations of the problem, expression 3 is most con­
venient. The last three terms of this equation have no y-dependence 
and thus disappear in the variational equations. Similarly, the cri-
A 
terion function maybe separated so that J(X) = JlX,y)+ JS(X) Thus 
J also disappears from the variational equations. 
APPENDIX B 
DERIVATION OF THE OPTIMAL CONTROL (FIXED LOCATIONS) 
VIA THE MATRIX MINIMUM PRINCIPLE 
Form the Hamiltonian for the problem using the LaGrange multiplier, 
S 
J 	= TR[QR+ SX] 
= TRfQ[H+DK)X(H+DK)' +HXH'] 
A 	 A 
+S[ 	(F+GK)X+X(F+ GK)'+ C+F'+CNC'] } 
A 
Taking y as fixed, choose _K, S and X to minimize J: 
_s/ax WH+DK)'Q(H+DK)+(F+GK)'S+S(F+GK) (1)= 	 =2 
/ (+ DK)X+ ZG'SX = 0; K= 	 O'S) 
*~ A. A A ­
ay/as=x =(F+GK)X+X(F+GK)'+FX+XF'+CNC' = 0 (3) 
A 
Inserting K from (2) into (1) 
(F-G(D'QD)D'QH)'S+S (_F- G(D'QDIDQH) -_SG(D'QD)-1 _GS 
+ H'(Q-QD(D'QDD'Q)H= 0 
With y given, this equation may be solved for S. Then 
A 
K is formed 
using (2) and 
A 
X is found from (3). 
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APPENDIX C 
VARIATIONS OF THE CRITERION FUNCTIONAL 
Consider a small change in y -- call it Ay. Demand that 
Eqs. 1-3 of Appendix B be satisfied at all y, i.e., at x and y+Ay. 
This means that the first and second order variations of the above 




First variations of Eqs. 1 and 2, Appendix B:
 
(F+GK)'Sli +S 1l(F+ GK)+Fli'S+SF. +(Hl +D 1 .K)'O(H+DK) 
(1) 
+ (H+DK)'Q(H i+D iK) = 0 
D'QDK1 .+ DiQ(H+DK)+DD'O(HI +D i S l = O (2) 
Equation 2, Appendix C has been used to eliminate XI i and 
Ki terms which are not shown above. 
The second variation of Eq. 1, Appendix B is: 
(F+gK) 'S ij+Sij (F+GK + (Fli+_Gi) _j +--1 (ft+--Kt) 
+(.Flj+.j) 'ti+ S (F1 .+GK1 ) + (H 1.+D.K+D 1.) 'Q(Hl.+Dlj--K+D-Kj) 
- I -1 - -lj- DK..) 
+ (H1 j+DljK+DKlj ) 'Q (H l i +D l i K +DK i ) + (F?ij+GK .ij2 ) 'S 
+(H2ij+D2ij K+DKZi j + Kj +D ljK 'Q(H+DK)+S(F2ij+GK2ij) 
+(H+DK) 'Q(H 2 ij+D 2 ijK+DK j + D,.K + DIK) = 0 (3) 




(F+GK)'Sj+S3..(F+GK)+F' S +SF +jf S + ljFli+F S + F
-Zij - . . . -ij -li-l -- li -lj-li -li-lj " 
+±_Zij+ '_2 _+D) + (E+DK)'_QH 2 i + 
+ (UI-- K)'2H(lj +DljK) + @lj + Dljk) '9(--li + Dli K_) 
- D'j - _ _ = 0 (4) 
In the general case, one takes two variations of Eqs. 1, 2, and 
AA 
3 from Appendix B, yielding six equations in 3, K X, S 
A 2 
S .. ' K and X2ij 
. 
This is a total of 3(1 + n + n ) equations which 
-Zij -Zij 23 y y 
may be solved for all of the variables above. Closer investigation re ­
veals that the solution procedure for the variational sets of equations 
is the same as for the S, K, and X equations, except that the S 
variational equations are of state covariance rather than Riccati form. 
The n 2 + 2n + 3 equations given above (Appendix B and (1), (2) and 
y y 
(4)), however,are all that are needed in the remaining derivations. 
APPENDIX D 
CONDENSATION OF THE SECOND VARIATION EQUATIONS 
In order to carry out the Newton-Raphson search it is necessary 
to compute the first and second variations of the criterion; this ap­
pendix contains a series of manipulations which reduces the number 
of equations needed to compute these variations from a potential 
3(l + n + n Z ) to 3 + Zn , minimizing computational effort. 
y y y 
Using Eq. 1 of Appendix B, rewrite Eq. 15 of Section II as 
follows: 
+ XF' ± CNC') + H'0HX] 
Because of the form of X (Section II, Eq. 13), S is the only term of 
the criterion having a y dependence. Hence the first variations of 
J(x) are: 
A 
J(yX) TR[S(X  (1) 
Jli = TRLSi(FX + XF'+ CNC')] = -2TR[_Sli(F+GK)X] (2) 
by Eq. 1, Appendix B. Similarly, the second variations may be 
written 
J2 ij = -ZTR[ S2 .. (F+GK)X] = TR[ (-S 2 ij(F+GK) -(F+GKL)'SziJX] (3) 
But by Eq. 4 of Appendix C, these are 
:3j =ZTR [ (SFZij+- i-Fi +-S-F..+(H+DK)'Q(H +D iK)
 
Zi-ij -l -ii - 2ij 2i
-Zj,­+ H jK )'Q jli +D I _ 
(4)
+-Dli -RVD'QDK .i)]X} 
A 
Thus computation of the variations requires solution of the S, K, X,
 




equations and ny+1 direct evaluations. (Note: Kli and K.. may be 








The following derivation is a synthesis of Landau and Lifshitz' 
treatment of "Motion of a Rigid Body, " and Etkin's "General Equations 
of Unsteady Motion,"(Refs. I and 2). Mechanics provides the basis 
for the notational conventions (with 1,2,3 corresponding to Cartesian 
coordinates x, y, z and angular momenta being referred to the axes 
about which rotation occurs), while Dynamics of Flight is used to 
phrase the problem in aerodynamicists' terminology. The derivation 
attempts to provide motivation for the linearized equations of motion 
on the basis of first principles well-known in classical physics and 
to put the flexure problem in proper perspective to the over-all control 
problem. Since this appendix is intended only as a link between physics 
and aerodynamics for the control engineer, details in the derivation of 
aerodynamic and propulsion force terms are not given. 
It is well known that the motion of a rigid body can be described 
by (1)the motion of its center of gravity with respect to a fixed co­
ordinate system (e.g., fixed to the earth or fixed with respect to a 
mean wind), and (2) the change in orientation of the body with respect 
to its center of mass. Newton's second law governs the three trans ­
lational and three rotational degrees of freedom: 
Ref. 1. 	 Etkin, Bernard, Dynamics of Flight, John Wiley and Sons., 
Inc., New York, N. Y., 1959, Ch. 4. 
Ref. 2. 	 Landau, L. D., andLifshitz, E. M., Mechanics, Addison-
Wesley Publishing Co. , Inc. , Reading, Mass., 1960, 
Pergamon Press, Ch. VI. 
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d' _/dt' = F (1) 
d'M/dt' = K (2) 
P = linear momentum of the aircraft (time derivative 
with respect to fixed axis system) 
= mV, where m is the mass of the body and V 
is the velocity of the center of mass 
F = sum of forces on the body 
IM = angular momentum of the body (time derivative 
with respect to fixed axis system) 
= 	 I •2 , where I is the inertia tensor and £ 
is the angular velocity of the body about its 
center of mass. (Note: I becomes diagonal 
when the principal axes of the body are used). 
K = sum of torques on the body 
Because M bears a simple relation to the angular momentum with re­
spect to the center of mass of the body, it is desirable to express the 
time derivatives above with respect to the body co-ordinates rather 
than the fixed co-ordinates; letting (d/dt) denote differentiation with 
respect to the body co-ordinates, one writes for any vector A, 
d'A/dt' - dA/dt + £2x A (Note: this convention does not follow Mechanics). 
Thus (1) and (2) become: 
dP/dt + Qx P = F 	 (3) 
dM/dt + 0 x M = K (4) 
If the body axes are chosen as principal axes, these six equations may 
be written out in component form as follows: 
dVl/dt + Q2V 3 - 3V Z = iF/m 	 (5) 
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dV 2/dt + 3 V I -'V 3 = F 2 /m (6) 
dV 3 /dt + 2V 2 - 22 Vl = F 3 /m (7) 
IId%I/dt + (13 -I2) Q2 3 = K, (8) 
I2 dQ2/dt + (Ii-1 3 1 K Z (9)I P2 = 
13 dr 3 /dt + (Iz-1 1 )l 12S = K3 (10) 
These are Euler's equations. (Note I. - (U) i) 
The next problem is to choose a convention for expressing the 
rotation of the body co-ordinate system (x,y, z) with respect to the fixed 
co-ordinate system (X, Y, Z) and to express the components of the 
angular velocity of the body (21. £2' £3) in terms of the change in 







Fig. 1 Euler Angles 
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To rotate the xyz axes from a position of alignment with the XYZ sys­
tem to a position of alignment with the principal vehicle axes, one 
carries out three rotations, in the following order: 
(1) 	 A rotation 4 about the Z axis 
(2) 	 A rotation 0 about the position of the y axis re­
sulting from rotation (1), and then 
(3) 	 A rotation 4) about the position of the x axis re­
sulting from rotation (2). 
For clarity of presentation, the final position of the aircraft above was 
chosen in such a way that 0 and 4 as shown happen to be negative. 
Aerodynamicists usually define the z axis "down"; note that the 
signs of the angles follow the right-hand rule. 
By considering the directions of , 0, and $ relative to the final 
position of the xyz system along the principal axes of the vehicle, one 
obtains the following expression for the components of 02: 
K 	 = sin & 
Q2 	 = cos 
€ + cos 0 sin4) 
3 = ,cos O cos 4)-bsin 4 
If the principal axes were to be used in a linearized analysis, one 
would simply proceed to linearize Euler's equations as given above; 
this is sometimes done. More often, however, one uses a set of 
"stability axes." First, a condition of steady forward flight is speci­
fied about which to linearize; the flight condition cannot be chosen 
arbitrarily, but corresponds to a detailed balance of the aerodynamic 
and thrusting forces on the vehicle for a given "mean wind." In order 
to achieve a constant altitude at a specified speed, the nose of the 
aircraft must be tilted slightly upward (or downward) by an angle, say 
a ° (Etkin uses c). Hence, in a given flight condition the velocity 
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vector of the center of mass and the principal axes don't coincide; 
one is thus motivated to use a set of "stability axes" aligned with 
the forward velocity vector of the aircraft, rather than the principal 
axes. 
In the following derivations the most commonly encountered 
flight condition is used as an example, viz., steady forward speed, 
V, constant altitude and small ao, with no mean wind. With stability 
axes, the inertia tensor has nonzero components: 
l1 1 0 + 13 sin 2 I I-I ICos nC2L+13-_i 
I1 2 coI1 ° 6 
Iza 12 
2 2I3 - I sin a ° + I cos a ­33 1 o 3 o 3 
and 113 I 3 1 = - ( 3) smZ 2 0 3 - ) 
where single subscripts refer to the principal moments of inertia. The 
reference values of V2 , V3 , 4, 0, and 4) are zero. 
Carrying out the linearization of Eqs . 5-10 (as modified by the 
presence of 113), using small letters for the perturbed values, one 
obtains: 
dvl/dt = fl/m (i1) 
dv 2 /dt + V1 = f 2 /m (1Z) 
dv 3 /dt - V1 0 = f3/m (13) 
II + ao(1II ) k, (14) 
I26 =k 2 (15) 
ao(13-11)t + 13 =k k3 (16) 
The basic equations of motion for a general linearized rigid body 
problem are thus six in number: horizontal, lateral, and vertical 
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acceleration equations; and roll (d), pitch(S), and yaw (0) acceleration 
equations. The role of the aerodynamicist in such linearized control 
problems is to specify the linearized forces, fi, and torques, N1 , 
i=1,2,3 which excite the vehicle. The forces fall into several cate­
gories: 
(1) aerodynamic forces 
(2) gravitational forces 
(3) thrust and propulsion forces 
(4) gust forces 
(5) control forces 
Gravitational forces (usually negligable in the incremental model) 
and aerodynamic forces are usually specified in terms of forward 
velocity, v1 , angle of attack (a=(v 3 -V l O lV1 ) and sideslip angle 
(vZV0)/VI), and the roll, pitch and yaw angles and their derivatives. 
Thrust and propulsion forces are usually related to throttle position. 
Gust forces depend on side, head-on and vertical gust strengths, which 
are usually stochastic inputs. Control forces are generated as func­
tions of the aerodynamic surface deflections. 
Generally, the control engineer is given the coefficients of the 
linearized equations of motion and hence need not be concerned with the 
detailed physics of their derivation; the control surface location prob­
lem, however, poses an exception to this rule. It is necessary here to 
estimate all types of forces which depend on control surface location. 
For the rigid body equations, the only effect of surface location is to 
change the torque arms of the control force contributions to kl, k 2 
and k The other effects of surface placement arise from the flexible 
nature of the aircraft, 
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The relation of the rigid body equations of motion to the flexure 
equations is not as clear-cut in practice as it is in theory. Certainly 
the deflection of a mode gives rise to aerodynamic force and torque 
terms in Eqs. 11-16. The issue is whether, when and how to include 
inertial coupling between rigid body motions and motions of the flexi­
ble vehicle. Most theoretical treatments claim there is no inertial 
coupling of rigid body and flexure motions; this is because the normal 
modes are defined as the responses with distributed force and moment 
terms of the flexure equations set to zero. Such modes, however, 
are non-physical. Because mode excitation must give rise to aero­
dynamic forces, which in turn feed back to excite the modes, it is 
unreasonable to set such terms to zero; rather, only applied forces 
(such as those arising from control surface deflections) must be set to 
zero. This procedure yields the true mode shapes for a given flight 
condition, but there is still the problem of normalization of the mode 
shapes. Fortunately, Stilley and Pollack (Ref. 17) have shown that 
(at least for vertical deflection modes) it is always possible to define 
mode shapes in such a way that inertial coupling to rigid body motion 
can be eliminated. Because normalization conventions vary widely, 
it is necessary to decide for each application whether or not the rigid 
body equations of motion do or do not contain acceleration due to 
flexure modes. The computer programs assume that flexure acceler­
ations are included by definition in the model variables r3, and & 
Comment: The equations of motion used in the C-5A model cor­
respond to Eqs. 13 and 15. Since vertical gusts are the only inputs to 
the system and since the angle of attack is defined as above, these two 
equations decouple from the others, allowing one to treat the longi­
tudinal axis separately. Decoupling of longitudinal and lateral equations 
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of motion is a general property of the equations of motion for the 
standard flight condition described above. For the C-5A equations, the 
"i equation of the original data was purged of flexure contributions, 
but S was not. 
APPENDIX F 
ORTHOGONALIZATION OF FLEXURE MODES 








'n. - F(yt) (1) 
2:I4.-ms.ij. + 
i=l 
3(GJE~')'n.i = (y, t)() 
The Normal Modes i, 4,i satisfy the equations: 
m( .- spi)o+ (EIg.) = 0 ('d/d ) (3) 
(Iji-ms i + (GJ54)' = 0 (4) 
-or 2 2 i .ms~- (GJ.'( (5) 

































But as a boundary condition 
GJYnd) 0 (free end at Yend) for all j 
4(0) = 0 (fixed end at y=0) 
On integration by parts, the last term is: 




2-*2 f ( i )dy ( 2 woaCi)ms dy (7) 
0 0 




(W w ma4.dy- =f W' 4i)ms dy (8) 
0 0
 
Adding, one obtains: 
Yend 
Mij =f [mai - ms(ji j+ti+Iij]dy = 0 i/j 
0 
This is the orthogonality condition in the case of structurally coupled 
bending and torsional modes. 
When i=j Yend 
M..-lvi. =f [mg - Zmsj + 21] dy / 0 
0 
2Since I ICG+ ms 
Yend Yend 




Now, multiplying (1) by j and (2) by 4., integrating over the length 
and adding, one finds: 
Yend 




±nf r(IiIIa+(J 4~dTf 
0 0 
Referring to Eqs. 5 and 6, there results 
Yend 
EM. (I?+w. i) f (F (y't)g.+i-(y,t)4.)dyij 0 
Or since M.. = M.8..13 J 13 
Yend
 
M.hj (t) + Mso. m(t) = (F (Y0 (Y) + T(y, t)(y)dy
 
as claimed in the text. 
APPENDIX G 
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE MAJOR SUBPROGRAMS 
G. 1 SUBROUTINE POTTER
 
This subroutine solves the steady-state Riccati equation using an 
algebraic algorithm discovered by J. E. Potter. In order to solve the 




If the equation is of n order, ZP is a Zn x Zn matrix. Next the 
eigenvalues and the eigenvectors corresponding to eigenvalues with 
positive real parts are found; the roots of ZP can be shown to be the 
poles of the closed loop control system and their negatives, so there 
will be exactly n roots with positive real parts, assuming no zero 
roots. The n eigenvectors corresponding to these roots (real and 
imaginary parts of eigenvectors for complex roots) are then arranged 
column-wise and the resulting n x 2n matrix is partitioned, so that: 
_1 zl = _ . where A is the Jordan real form for 
-FIj Y Y for the eigenvalues of ZP with positive 
real parts. 
Then the solution may be written X = YIY2 . Proof: 
F = Y A (1) 
_lIyI - f'Y = A () 
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Right-multiply (1) by Y2 1; left-multiply (2) by YIY and right­
y-1gve: 
multiply by gives: 
+ - 1 1 (3) 
-1-1' -= AY 1 (4) 
(Y 1 Y2 ~~~~ )Q(l --­2 )(jY )f 
Subtracting (4) from (3) and letting X = I_ 
-
-12-+X- -X 1 x+ - o, as desired. 
Potter has shown that X will be the positive definite solution of the 
problem, providing Q2 is positive definite. 
The program forms ZP and then uses an eigenvalue-eigenvector 
routine, ALLMAT,* which utilizes the double QR iteration of 
Francis 4 to find YI and Y2 X is found directly by solving the 
system Y2 X = YI using the Gauss-Jordan method. 
The primary appeals of Potter's method as compared to iterative 
schemes are (1) speed and (2) accuracy. The savings in speed goes 
roughly as the system order (e.g., a 10 to 1 saving for a tenth order 
system), and the accuracy appears to be considerably better due to 
far more moderate error propagation. Note also that no free param­
eters (such as step size) are involved. To the author's knowledge 
this method is the most efficient technique available for solution of the 
steady-state Riccati equation; the computer program is available on re ­
quest. 
G. 2 SUBROUTINE STCOV 
This subroutine solves the state covariance equation A X+ XA + S = 
O for X, where A, X, and S are N x N and S and X are symmetric. 
Courtesy of Union Carbide Corp. (Nuclear Division), Oak Ridge, 
Tenn. (Authors: John Rinzel and R. E. Funderlic). 
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The condition for convergence of the iterative algorithm (i.e., for 
existence of a steady-state solution to the associated differential 
equation) is that the eigenvalues of A have negative real parts; the 
program assumes this to be true. Certain convergence checks are 
provided, however. First, one may specify the maximum number of 
iterations via the parameter ITMAX appearing in the subroutine CALL 
(if the first time increment is - 1/30 of the system settling time, 
ITMAX - 15 has been found sufficient for good convergence). Secondly, 
one may demand that the fractional change of all diagonal elements of 
X at the final iteration be below the constant CTMAX appearing (cur­
rently as . 001) in the program listing. The vector TRX is used to 
store the values of diagonal elements from the previous iteration and 
may be printed out as an exact check on convergence if desired. The 
remaining parameter, FR, is set to be the fraction of system settling 
time taken for the first iteration; settling time is approximated as 
TSET = l/MAX(A i ). Stein* has shown that the error in the initial 
iteration is always propagated as a constant in the answer and will 
never lead to a "fictitious" instability in the algorithm itself. The in­
put matrices A and S are not preserved. Computation time is well 
under a second for a tenth order example (using the IBM 360-40 com­
puter). 
Honeywell Interoffice Correspondence (MR10033), G. Stein to 
V. Levapi, "A Note on High-Speed Computation of Steady State So­
lutions to Linear Differential Equations," Systems and Research 
Center, July 14, 1967. 
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The method is an iterative algorithm for integrating the dif­
ferential equation associated with the system above; the computational 
speed of the algorithm is due to the fact that step size is doubled with 
each iteration. The initialization and generation sequence are as follows: 
=AAt­DefneZ~lDefine (1) = e- = I + AAt), where At is chosen to be some 
fraction of the settling time of the system, approximated by 
(1/max (A..))). 
At 
Define X(l) =f Z(t-T)_SZ'(t-T)dt 
0 
(At/?)(LI+ AAt) + I+ gAt))
 
Then iterate using the algorithm:
 
=Z(Zi) (Z(i))2 
X(2i) = Xli) + Z(i)X(i)Z'(i) 
i = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, ... 
The process ends when the desired convergence (via one of the cri­
teria above) is attained. 
G.3 SUBROUTINES GD, GPDP AND GPPDPP 
Subroutine GD directly computes all elements of G (y) and D(x) 
given y and the parameters of the equations in Sections III. A. 3 and 
III. A. 4. The basic pattern is to identify the equation, identify the matrix 
elements which it contributes, and then proceed to compute these ele­
ments. The forcing terms of the mode acceleration equations are com­
puted first and then added into the rigid body equations (those which are 
not orthogonalized to the flexure modes) as the other x-dependent terms 
are computed. As shown in Section III, the modal forcing functions and 
the rigid body forcing terms can then be used to compute the terms of the 
response matrix D(y). 
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ENTER 
TSET = 1/MA(A) 
I 











x = x(i) = D-r(z(I)+z'(1)) 2 
(x AND S HOLD INIIALIZATIONs) 





NIT + 1 
flX =TR(X) 
A -X(NIT-1) . '(N- _ 
SEE NEXT X(NIT) = X(NIT-1) + Z(NIT-1) A 
S(X(IT)-(N-)/+ (NIT-I).(Nrr-i ) 
i i N
 
Fig. 1 Subroutine STCOV 
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START NEW ITERATION4S BEFORE CONVERGENCE; 
[RETURN WITH MNCCVERGED 
GU TO NIT = NIT + 1 ANSWER 
Definition of variables:
 
TSET = conservative approximation of system szttling time 
CTNAX = maximum allowable fractional error between estimates for satisfactory 
convergence 
DT = At for first iteration
 
FR = fraction of settling time for first iteration
 
TIME time to which equation has been integrated
 
NIT current number of iterations 
Z = transition matrix corresponding to the system X = AX (Z is not a matrix in 
the program itself but is used as an identifier in the flow chart to show 
which storage locations contain the current transition matrix; this is the 
same as the Z used in the thesis proposal write-up). 
X = current value of solution matrix
 
TRX = trace of previous solution matrix 
CT = fractional change of diagonal element for current iteration 
NEZ = number of diagonal elements converged so that CT < CTMAX 
ITMAX = maximum number of iterations (run time) allowed for convergence
 
N = system order
 
fig. I Subroutine STCOV (Contd.) 
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NOTE: The left-hand side of an equation represents the storage locations in
 
which the right-hand side is stored. For example, A = Zi) means that the storage
 
locations originally assigned to the A matrix contain the elements of the initial
 






The variables used by the subroutine may be broken up as follows: 
(1) -GO and D matrices, their dimensions and constant terms; (2) de­
scriptors of state, response, and control vectors; (3) variables speci­
fying force producer position; (4) aircraft geometry parameters; (5) 
mode shape variables; and (6) lift curve parameters. A list of vari­
ables follows. 
(1) 	 G0 and D matrices, their dimensions, and constant terms: 
G(NX, NU) = Go(_y) matrix 
DY(NR, 	NU) = D(y) matrix 
NX = dimension of state vector 
NR = dimension of response vector 
NU = 	 dimension of control vector 
GSTOCK(NX, NU) = 	 constant terms for i-independent 
part of GJv); positions of y -dependent 
elements contain coefficients of these 
elements 
DSTOCK(NR, 	NU) = constant terms for y-independent part of 
D(y); positions of i-dependent elements 
contain coefficients of these elements 
(2) Descriptors of state, response and control vectors: 
IXPOS(NX) 
IXPOS(l) = position of Ii equation in state 
vector
 
IXPOS(2) = position of " equation in 
state vector 
IXPOS(3) = position of Y equation in state 
vector 
IXPOS(4) = position of @ equation-in 
state vector 
IXPOS(5) = position of 4) equation in state 
vector 
IXPOS(6) = position of %e equation in state 
vector
 
IXPOS(K+6), K=I, NI = position of fik in state 
vector; NI = number of flexure 
modes considered 
IUPOS(I,J) = position of force producer J of 
type I in the control vector; I= 1, 
NT; J=1, NMAX, where NT(=9)= 
number of force producer types and 
NMAX = maximum number of 
force producers of any type 
IRPOS(I,J) = position of Jth response of type I 
in the response vector 
I = 1 - acceleration responses 
I = 2 - stress responses 
I = 3 - stress rate responses 
IRT = 3 = maximum value of I 
NRT = maximum number of responses of 
any type (maximum value of J). 
YR(IRT=NRT) = response station location on 
airplane 
IRSEG(IRT=NRT) = axis upon which response 
station is located (i.e., yl = 1, 
=Y= 2, Y3 = 3, y4 4) 
NRI(I), I = 1, IKT = number of responses of type I 
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(3) 	 Variables specifying force producer position 
LOC(I), I = 1, NT - number of axis upon which It h type 
of force producer is located 
NFP(I), I = 1, NT - number of surfaces of type I 
(see Section II for definition of types) 
NT, J = 1, NMAX - location of 5thYFP(I, J), I = 1, 
force producer of type I, referred to axis system 
described in Section III 
AXANG(I), I = 1, NT - angle between center of pressure 
axis for control surface type I and fuselage 
AXX(I), I = 1, NT - distance of root of center of 
pressure axis of Ith type control surface fore of 
center of gravity 
(4) Aircraft geometry parameters 
YO(1), I = 1, 4 - start of Itb aircraft (flexure model) axis 
YEND(, I =1, 4 - end of I t h aircraft (flexure model) axis 
YCG = position of center of gravity on y2 axis 
EAXKX(I), I = 1,4 - AXX for It h segment of elastic 
axis system 
EAXANG(1), I = 1,4 - AXANG for I t h segment of 
elastic axis system 
(5) Mode shape variables 
AK, AKK(I, J,K); I = 1, NI, J = 1,4, K = I, NFIN ­
cosine coefficients in Fourier series for mode 
slope derivative of vertical (AK) and torsional 
(AKK) displacements for It h mode, Jth axis, Kth 
component in the series (NFIN = maximum number 
of terms in 	 series). 
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BK, BKK(I,J,K); I= 1, NI, 3 = 1,4, K = 1, NFIN ­
sine coefficients in Fourier series for vertical 
(BK) and torsional (BKK) mode slope derivatives 
for Ith mode. 
PERIOD(I), I = 1, 4 - period of fundamental in the 
the Fourier series for axis I. 
LAST (I), I = 1,4 - number of last term in Fourier 
series for axis I 
ZO(I, fl, ZPO(I,J), I 1, NI, J = 1,4 - mode shape 
(ZO) and mode slope (ZPO) for vertical dis­
placement of It h mode evaluated at YO of axis J. 
TO(I, J),TPO(I, J), I = 1, NI, J = 1,4 - mode shape 
(TO) and mode slope (TPO) for torsional displace­
ment of It h mode evaluated at YO of axis J. 
ZZM(I), I = 1, NI - normalization constant for Ith mode 
generalized force (see Appendix I) 
(6) Lift Curve parameters 
CLAK(l, 4,NFIN) - coefficients of cosine terms in 
Fourier series for section lift curve (second index 
= axis number, third index = term number, first 
index always unity) 
CLBK(l, 4,NFIN) - coefficients of sine terms in 
Fourier series for section lift curve 
CLO, CLPO(1, J), J = 1, 4 - value of section lift curve 
and lift curve slope at YO for axis J. 
CLC(I, J) I = 1, NT; J = 1, NMAX - coefficient by 
which lift curve is multiplied for It h type surface ­
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e. g., the wing section lift curve will be multiplied 
by one constant for ailerons, another constant 
for spoilers, etc., the constants depending on 
size and position of the surface type. 
Working arrays in GD 
COSS, SINS(NFIN) - used to store, values of sine and 
cosine series terms 
RROW, RCOL, ZEV(NI) - used to store vector of NI 
modes evaluated at a given point 
CL(NT,NMAX) - used to store lift coefficients for each 
control surface 
Evaluation of the y-dependent portion of a plant equation (say 
the Kt h equation) follows a pattern similar to the example 
below: 
NROW IXPOS(I) = row of 2jy) under consideration 
NGOL = IUPOS(I, J) = column of G0o(y) under con­
sideration corresponds to position of control sur­
face (I,J) in control vector, u. 
G(NROW, 	 NCOL) = F(YFP(I,J)), F being the ap­
propriate function of y 
NI 
G(NROW,NCOL) = F(YFP) + CL(YFP). Z Cj(YFP).i(YFP) 
k=- •
 
where C.(YFP) is the appropriate constant (e. g. , 
i ( for 6, etc.) for the modal acceleration8y 2 
terms. 
Generally there are three nested DO loops - one on I (type of con­
trol surface), one on J (number of force producers of type I), and 
ENTER 
G = GSTOCK 
D= DSTOCK 






EVALUATE z YES NO
 
EVALUATE 4,y YES 
NO 
EVALUATE Ky YES 
IN
 




one on K (for mode acceleration pickup in the rigid body equations). 
The DO loop on I usually skips terms to pick up either collective 
deflection contributions to pitch equations or differential deflection 
contributions to lateral equations. The subroutine EVAL is called 
several times to. evaluate 




(2) j(Yk) and 0.(yQ, J =l, NI 
(3) 	 (YcG), I !S CG, etc. used for the coefficients 
C.(y i ) 
Subroutine GPDP 
8G(y) OD(y) 
This subroutine evaluates the first partials and 
where yi=YFP(ID, JD) is specified by ID and JD in the subroutine 
CALL. The derivatives are evaluated directly by differentiating the 
expressions given in Section III. A. 3: 
NI 






8 y/ayi = yii [ AXX(i)-yi/TAN(AXANG(i))] -CLi/TAN(AXANG(i)] 6i 
-NIIl i aLx. P2) 
+jZ aY(YCG) ay i ZZM(j) 
j=l 
i = 1,3,5,7 
ay /ay i = 0 (3) 
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ac5. 2 2 2 
DM2/ay.=CD [AXX (i)+y.(I+COT (AXANG(i)) 
-ZyiAXX(i)COT(AXANG(i))] 1/2 6 (4) 
2 
+CL [yi(l+COT (AXANG(i))) -AXX(i) COT(AXANG(i)) 16i 
1+1 [AXX (i)+y?-(1+COT o(AXANG(i)))-2yAX oi)COT(AXANG(i)), 
i = 2,4,6 
a %'/Dy9 = CD9 COT(AXANG(9)) 69 




+ L (YCG)(aXj/aYi)/Z2M(j) 
j=l
 
i = 2,4,6,9 
84)y/Y8 P8 [CL7(Y8)/DY8(4vT+Y8/2 + CL7(Y8SY8/(vT+Y)16 8 
NI .a x.
 
+IX7L(YCG) Dy8 (y8 ) ZZM(j)
Yj=l aC 
aXy/ay = CD. ac L./ayi i 1,3,5,7 (6) 
1 1 
=CD aCLi-i/ayi k =2 4,6,8 
0 i =9 
The term 
DX. 
-ayi1= C i/Syi[ a j (y i ) + d(yi) p(yi)]6i (7) 
1 1 
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In the computer program d(yi) = DIS and =d/By Here .DISP. 
is the vertical deflection of the jth mode (see above) and is thethe(e bv) n ji h 
torsional deflection of the jth mode. The subroutine EVAL evaluates 
mode shapes (a.4.), mode slopes (aa./ayi, 84/8yi), and lift curve 
shape and slope (CL., 8CL /ayi). 
1 1 
The structure of this subroutine is basically the same as in GD 
and the variable names are unchanged. The major differences are 
=that the first variation matrices GP 8G/8y i and DP = 8D/8y. have 
only one nonzero column corresponding to control surface i (note that 
a single index i has been used on y throughout this description, 
=whereas in the program, yi YFP(ID, JD), is identified by two indices -­
one for the type of surface and one for the number of surfaces of that 
type). In GPDP, the constants CLIFT = CL. and CLIFTP = 8CL./ay i areL1 1 
used in place of the matrix CL = CL. which stored lift coefficients in 
subroutine GD. As in GD, the constants of y-dependent terms 
(e.g., CD.' Cp., etc.) are stored in GSTOCK and DSTOCK. A flow 
1 1 
chart for the program is shown in Fig. 3 
The acceleration terms of aD/By i are proportional to: 
NI
 
az/ayi = 8"iy/Yi - Xr " a&/Dyi yr+ 8/y/yi + (8Xj/Yi)j(yr) 
j=l 
(8) 
The proportionality constant, again, is stored in GSTOCK. Note that the 
80ay/y i terms apply to the pitch axis control surfaces (i=l, 3, 5,7) and 
the 4y /ay i terms apply to lateral axis control surfaces (i=2, 4,6,8,9). 
The moment arms xr = XR and yr = YR(l, K), and the i.(yr) are 









EVALUATE 80 /8y. YE 
NO 
EVALUATE 8 y.j YES 
ivALUAbACEoLtETIONIRESPoNsS OF D MATR II
 




This subroutine computes the second variations GPP = 8 G /8y.Dy. 
and DPP - 82_D/ayiy. of Go () and D( 1 ). Note that the equations 
given in the GD description contain no cross-product terms in yi 
and y., and that force producer locations are varied independently so 3 
that yi and yj are unrelated unless i=j. Hence GPP = 0 and DPP' = 0 
for i / j. For i = j, GPP and DPP each have one nonzero column (as 
in GPDP) which contains second partial derivatives of the rigid body 
ac­acceleration equations, mode aceleration equations and response 
celeration equations. These are written out as: 
NI 












i = 1, 3, 5,7 
a yy/a y i = 0 (3) 
Ci 2" 22 2i/ 
8 2i= CDa CL[ AXX(i)z +2(I+COT 2(AXANG(i))) 
1i i-l iY 
/2
-2yiAXX(i) COT (AXANG(i)) 
(Y.(l+COT2 (AXANG(i))-AXX(i)COT(AXANG(i))) 




i- (AXX(i) +y.(l+COT (AXANG(i))) -2yAXX(i) COT(AXANG(i))1 2 
yz(1-AXX (i) COT (AXANG(i))+ COT2 (AXANG(i)) z 
(AXX( i)+y 2 (1+ COT (AXANG(i))) -ZyiAXX(i) COT(AXANG(i)))3/r 
i = 2,4,6 






i = 2,4,6,9 
2"" 2 2 2 2 2 1/2 
8/y8Y8 CP8 (8 CL7(Y8)/ay8)(Y+y)1/z 
2 )I/2(yz2+2()C 
+2(8L (Y8)/aY8)/(YVT Y8) 
+ CL (8)1/(Ty)/ 
7NI 8j_
 
N - (YCG)a Y8)/Y 
1k=l 
ax /ay. = CD 8 2 CL /aYi i = 1,3,5,7 (6) 
= CDa 2 CLi/y i =Z,4,6,8 
i Li-iy 
= 0 i=9 
The mode forcing terms are 
82X./y.Z = 1C d(yi)j(yi)] (7){ iY['j(yi) + 
+ 28CL. /ay[8g./8~ + d(y.)Dcp/8yi + d/8yi4j(yi)] 
1 
+ CL.(Yi)[zt /aYi + Zad/ayi) /aYi])6i 
(NOTE: 8 d/8y' = 0) 
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The response accelerations 	are 
Ea2 a /a8 = a2 >/a 2 x8 2" /8y 2 + Y-8 /y 	 (8) 
NI
 
+ 7,8 0j/aYZj(yr) 
j=1 
The organization of GPPDPP is precisely that of GPDP, and variables 
retain their definitions. The subroutine EVAL is also used to compute 
second derivatives of mode shapes and section lift 'curves CL.. 
1
 
G. 4 EVAL 
Equations Solved: 
' Iar'N /21r)cs(wy 






N 	 N 




7"(Y) = a 0/2 + 7,a cos(2lrky/L) + Ib ksin(2rky/L) (3) 
k=l k=l 
Here ak and bk are the sequences of Fourier coefficients in the 
Fourier series for z"(y), N is the length of the series, L is the 
period of the fundamental, and y is the point at which z is to be 
evaluated. The program simultaneously evaluates any number of 
modes (z), mode slopes, or slope derivatives at the desired evaluation 
point y. The point y may be anywhere on the aircraft. 
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Note on computation method: 
The sine and cosine terms in the series are rapidly evaluated via 
the trigonometric identities 
sin(n+l)x = cos(x) cos(nx) - sin(x)sin(nx) (4) 
cos(n+l)x = cos(x)sin(nx) + sin(x) cos(nx) (5) 
The program may also be used for evaluation of other y-dependent param­
eters such as section lift coefficient, bending stiffness, and torsional 
rigidity. 
G.4 	 SUBROUTINE EVAL 
This compact, fast little program is the reason that mode shapes, 
slopes and slope derivatives are conveniently stored as coefficients of 
Fourier series. Given any point on the aircraft, EVAL will return a 
vector of mode shapes, slopes, or slope derivatives for all flexure 
modes evaluated at that point. Hundreds of mode shapes may be evalu­
ated in a single second. The subroutine has a counterpart, SEFOUR 
which has been used in the Fourier decomposition of mode shape data. 
The subroutine itself is amply annotated so as to be easily "lifted" for 
other applications. A description of variables follows. 
AK ="tensor" of Fourier cosine coefficients for mode slope 
derivatives; first index is number of the mode, second 
index is segment of aircraft (1-wing, 2-fuselage, 3-vertical 
tail, 4-horizontal tail) and the third index is the term in the 
series (with a as the first element).
o 
BK = 	 "tensor" of Fourier sine coefficients. Series generally 
tend to have only the first cosine term and odd sine terms 
nonzero, though the program doesn't require this. 
NI = total number of modes 
NFIN = maximum length of series for any segment of the aircraft 
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PERIOD = 	 vector containing the period of the series for each aircraft 
segment (4 elements). The fundamental period should be 
about four times the length of the segment. 
LAST = 	 vector containing number of last term of series for each 
aircraft segment. The number of terms for a given seg­
ment should be such that the shortest period in the series 
is approximately the length of a panel used to compute the 
mode shapes. Inclusion of higher order terms introduces 
extraneous "noise" due to the lumped modeling of the air­
craft. 
ZO = 	 matrix of initial values of mode shapes for each segment. 
First index is mode number; second index is segment 
number (1-4). 
ZPO = matrix of initial values of mode slopes for each segment. 
ZO and ZPO correspond to z(O) and z'(0) of Eqs. l and 2 
and are used to obtain constants of integration for the series. 
NSEG = number of aircraft segment where modes are to be evalu­
ated (1 -4) 
YON = value of coordinate variable where axis (corresponding to 
NSEG) begins 
YEV = value of coordinate variable where modes are to be evaluated. 
NFN = 1 for mode shapes 
2 for mode slopes 
3 for mode slope derivatives 
ZEV = vector of NImode shapes, slopes, or slope derivatives, 
depending on NFN (output) 
COSS = vector of evaluated cosine terms (storage) 
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SINS = vector of evaluated sine terms (storage) 
PI = iT 
PIOL = Zr/PERIOD = "frequency" of fundamental 
YE = equivalent point at which series is evaluated (since Fourier 
coefficients are evaluated for yo -, it is necessary to 






YE = YEV - YON 
CoSS(i) = 1 
SINS() = 0 
Coss(2) = COS(2i.YE/L) 
SINS(2) = SINl(2nYE/L) 
SIN((i+1)x) = Cos x Cos ix - sin x sin i 
COS((i+l)x) cos x sin ix + sin x cos ix 
i - 3, LAST(NSEG) 
EVALUAE INTEGRATEION YE
 
Fig. S o nN4 
I~ 1EVAI+EALAEL"Y~~ Fg I Surutn 
APPENDIX H
 
TRIAL MODEL COEFFICIENT DATA
 
The parameters and coefficient data for the three-mode trial 
model of the C-5A described in Section IV is presented on Tables 1-4. 
Charts 1-4 show the mode shapes of the first, third and sixth modes 
used in the trial model. 
as follows: 
Variable 
a = w 
0/pz 
Ti, i=l, 3, 6 
Ti, i=1,3,6 














si, i=l, 2, 3,4,5 
ail i=l, 2, 3,4 
ili=l,3,6 
Yi i=l, 2, 3,4 
4y i=1, 3,6 























angle of attack 
pitch rate 
normal mode velocities 
normal mode deflections 
Kussner gust delays 





rate gyro signal 
stress responses 
acceleration responses 
mode shapes (vertical) 
orthogonal body coordinates 
mode shapes (torsional) 
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Sign 	conventions for trial model are positive for: 
(a) 	 Trailing edge down for all control surfaces (Note: the 
"zero" deflection position for spoiler flaps corresponds to 
the flaps deflected 300, or half their full range, to permit a 
valid linearization). 
(b) 	 Wing tips down and aft for bending modes. 
(c) 	 Trailing edge of wings down for torsion modes. 
(d) 	 Pitch nose-up for 0. 


































-. 87283 -,1Z556 -6.4331 
-. 020925 -. 37658 -8.1329 
-31.246 1.1387 -37.464 
0 0 0 
1.4256 .1.4351 -Z2,96 
0 1.0 0 
.43423 U088236 6.284U 



















-8.7948 -8.7945 -1.7381 
-. 39799 -. 39799-5.6862 
.20.401 -Z0.401 4.7342 
0 0 0 
14.599 14.599 -5.1462 
0 0 0 
3.2838 3.2 3. 4 
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m2 .007"43 "0040394 .00002408 0010934 
0 












I I 1 7/13 r3 T6 T6 P1 p2 P3 P4 p5 o9 6c 6a! 8az &sP 
-. 002259 016123 004345 .61545 -.040193 -1 9026 -.01874-1 -z 6249 - 09278 -.09278 10836 10836 0 -046017 71742 .15419 15419 -.025543 
s -.00494 .010717 .002208 .90554 -.056853 3.6342 -. 005142 4 2301 - 82055 - 12055 085468 .085468 0 -.024255 .57011 .25621 .25623 14172 
s3 -.009193 -.011387 .000546 .020272 -.007464 -1.2465 005044 1 7633 -.88974 -.88974 -.044539 -.044539 0 .82391 -3.5580 -1.2710 -1 2710 -1 2953 
4 ,011624 020647 -.003803 12533 -.003639 -1 3265 .052461 4.2468 -.02778 -.02778 .14917 .14917 0 .017830 .014234 -.016017 - 016017 -.068960 
= -.03Z271 - 056583 .015456 020311 - 022388 22195 .071748 -1.1886 .001542 .001542 087109 .087109 0 - 002485 + -1.1601 -.000249 - 000249 (.092 033) (.092033) 
.020248 w 
1 
-.060422 -. 02609 .000993 048292 -.033856 -5 0565 .028502 8 8001 -. 41993 -. 41993 -. 14794 -. 14794 0 -. 157222 -. 96555 -.63825(.25722) -.63825(25722) -.19986 










































r = + De 
Stresa.esn 1/(12)(32) lb/.n? 
Accelerations in g's 




























































Table 4 (Contd.) 
Auxiliary Matrices 
220.545 1.157164 2 
0 0 0 
o 0 0 
AXX= 0 AXANG= 0 NFP .0 
-0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
1 
1 2 2 3 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
LOC 0 IXPOS = 0 IUPOS = 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 3 0 0 
0 5 0 0 
0 7 0 0 
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Chart 4 Vertical Deflection of Horizontal Tail 
APPENDIX I
 
COMMENTS ON FORCE MATRIX PARAMETERS
 
This appendix contains miscellaneous notes on some of the more 
esoteric details of the modelling process. 
1. Note on calculation of AXX, AXANG: The axis defined by 
AXX(I) and AXANG(I) corresponds neither to the hinge line nor the 
edge of control surface I. The axis should be calculated to correspond 
to the aerodynamic "center of pressure" 3ue to the forces created by 
deflection of the surface. The book Foundations of Aerodynamics by 
Keuthe and Schetzer contains a derivation of center of pressure location 
for a flapped airfoil section (Sec. 5.5-5.8). If E is the ratio of flap 
chord to local chord (c(y)), then the center of pressure is a distance 
x = c(y) . K from the leading edge, where 
K +p(-yJ7E
Sr-sin­ ) + 2 h(1-E)j 
This has been cerived from the expressions given in the above source. 
As E ranges from 0 to 1 the center of pressure starts at the 
quarter chord, moves back to about 35 percent of chord and returns 









The above source also gives the theoretical derivation of lift and moment 
coefficients which can be used in the linearized force equations if 
coefficients cannot be derived from the equations of motion for fixed 
locations. The magnitude of the vertical force exerted at the center of 
pressure due to a flap is 
L = Cqs(a-ClL) where 
C, = f 2(r-sin-I (ENTi -E) + 4E JFEJ 5f 
5 f = flap deflection (radians) 
q = p Vo = dynamic pressure 
S = If c(y) = flap area 
f = flap length (span-wise) 
c(y) = local chord 
a = local angle of attack 
a LO = zero lift angle of attack 
2. A few comments on the simplifications in the mode shape are 
in order. First there is the distinction between free aircraft modes 
shapes ( i) and the manufacturer's mode shape data for a specified 
flight condition. For a given flight condition there are distributed, 
velocity-dependent aerodynamic lift and damping terms on the right of 
Eqs. 1 and 2, Section III.A.2. These terms arise because of a change 
in local angle of attack and hence air flow (lift) pattern over the wing 
when a mode is excited. These are.customarily brought to the left 
side (being constants of each flight condition) before mode shape data 
is generated. With aerodynamic effects included, the "modes" are 
coupled and the "natural" frequencies are changed slightly due to 
damping terms. 
- 1 53 -
Aerodynamic terms are augmented by structural damping and 
coupling terms between torsion and bending modes (these cause further 
aerodynamic terms). Structural damping is usually approximated for 
lack of sufficient data by a constant on the order of .01 to .03. The 
structural coupling between bending and torsion modes depends on the 
specifics of basic structure of swept-wing aircraft. These structural 
effects are included in the equations for gi-'en flight conditions and for 
the free aircraft. 
The net effect of aerodynamic and structural terms is to change 
the raw mode shape data given to the engineer and to add damping 
terms to the normal co-ordinate equations for the if1(t). Since these 
effects enter as data inputs (i.e., entries of the F matrix) rather 
than as computational modifications, they need be of no further concern. 
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